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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
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ALBUQUERQUE,

within 2.500 miles of the scene of
trouble.
There are said to be a number of
Americans siding with the Guatemalan revolutionists. Adventurers were
enlisted at San Francisco and elsewhere, and the dispatches have made
mention of a company nf 160 Americans under General Toledo.
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More Sensations Promised In Divorce
Suit of Plllsbury Millionaire.
Pittsburg, July 14. Postponement
until Wednesday July 25 was the result of the hearing of the charges of
conspiracy against Augustus Hartje.
who now has pending in the courts a
sensational suit for divorce, his friend.
John u Welshons and Clifford Hooe,
a negro and Hartje's former coach
man, who Is now in Jail awaiting trial
on the charges of perjury brought
against him In connection with the divorce suit. The charges of conspiracy
against these men was taken up by
Assistant District Attorney Robb last
weok and the hearing was set for today. Despite the strenuous opposition
of counsel for Hartje, Alderman King
granted the postponement. Tho trial
of the divorce case wil be resumed
Monday or Tuesday, but. In the meantime there arc Indications that th?
sensational disclosures are not at an
end.
It was said tonight that Miss
Ida Scott, sister of Mrs. Mary Scott
Hartje, would go on the witness stano
next week and would testify she wrote
exhibit number 34, the envelope of
which was directed to Mrs. Madine.
care of' Schulenberg's stable. It was
one of Mr. Hartje's strong cards, as he
alleges his wife wrote It.
She will also swear that she wrote
exhibits Noe. 53 and 54. She will tell
why sdie wrote to Madine, and what
business she had with him.
Another
coachman entered the
Hartje divorce case this morning. This
coachman, whose name the attorneys
for Hartje will not divulge, will appear as a witness in the case, and will
testify that he secured the famous forty letters from "Tom" Madine, the
coachman-co-rcspondein the case,
after gaining Madlne's confidence.
This witness will be used In rebuttal.
The forty famous letters today were
in custody of Mr. Hartje's counsel.
Attorney John M. Freeman of counsel for Mrs. Hartje says he will not be
ready to proceed with the trial of the
case on Monday unless he gets the letters.
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POLITICS HAVE

New York, July 14
Hong Kong. July 14. The BritMrs. William
s!iiiMm wilH n AelreH hv
Thaw, mother of lia rjy K. Thaw, was ish ste:iinetnil-!tes last evenllor :it
nnlnl
a passenger on the steamer Kalserin Chinese
fifty miles from Wuchow. The Rev.
Auguste Victoria, which arrived hare Dr. McDonald was shot and killed.
today from Hamburg. She was ac- The captain of the steamer made a
companied by her daughter and a brave defense of the ship and was
maid.
badly wounded and the engineer save)
It was learned that Mrs. Thaw itood himself by hiding in the hold.
Ho
the voyage remarkably well, ami upon was, however, badly burned. A Chher arrival she appeared t" be In fair inaman passenger was also killed. The
health.
pirates escaped In Junks. The British
During the trip she appeared in warship Moorham has left for the
deck several times, lint the most if scene.
the time she spent In Rerulslon In h'r
Rev. J. J. McDonald, M. D.. and his
cabin. She denied herself to Inter- wife are stationed at Woo Ohu in the
viewers on her arrival today and noth- interest of the Wesleyan Missionary
ing regarding her future movements society.
could be ascertained.
Whether the mother will attempt lo
1 1

.

i--
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St. Petersburg. July 14. The week
has come to an end leaving the ten- sion over the cabinet crisis unbroken.
The failure of the efforts to Induce
Dimitri ShipolT or some other mem
ber of the conservative party to
to form a coalition cabinet on
tho ground that only a ministry orat-te-

LATE TO STOP

HANGING

Pueblo, Colo.. July 14. a special
from Trinidad to the Chieftain says:
A hundred people
live in
who
Rhodes canyon, lirteen miles north of
this city, are tonight sleeping In a
drenching rain on the hills to escape
a terrible Hood that is raging In that
canyon.
line man Whose name is unknown,
was found tonight drowned at
Seven houses and several stores
of the mining camp of Tobasen have
been washed away.
The water came down the arroyo
tonight carrying several cattle and
horses with It. All the bridges acr isa
the stream, including the Colorado A
Southern railroad bridge at Tobasen,
have been taken out. The .southbound
train due here at 7:.'HI p. in.. Is held
on the north bank of the canyon.
The Mood In the City is doing considerable damage, and tonight about
6 o'clock, a number of buildings along
the river were Hooded. The stre-car service was put out of romnns-th- e
power
.sion by the flooding of

GALLUP MAN
DOPED AND

ROBBED

'

pra-cee-

t

house.
FOR CI.OSFIt TIES BETWEEN
ITALY AND UNITED STATER

Emanuel Favors Better
Understanding Between Countries.
14. An
Rome, July
"intellectual
alliance" between llaly and America
Is a pet project of King Victor Kman-ue- l.
He has issued an official document encouraging the idea of drawing
closer ties between Italy and other
countries by educational means, and
In this scheme, America is treated un
a "most favored nation."
In his preference for the United
Slat s the king bas bees inilueneed by
the strong bonds existing between the
two countries in the 1.250,000 Itnllanf.
living In America and their $5,000,000
of savings annually transmitted to Italy; while the
Influx
of American tourists into Italy is making the garden of Europe known and
loved more and more among Americans.
has
Professor Spencer Kennard
been actively working in the cause of
"entente," which
the
Is to reach the Intellectual classes of
leceither country by
A
better
tures ami other means.
Is
knowledge of Italian politics
also to
he disseminated In America. In order
that a perfect understanding of conditions In modern Italy, as well as of
her ancient glories, may be gained by
American citizens.
King Victor

Italo-Amerlc-

ty

INSEPARABLE TWINS
DIFFER IN TIOMPF.ItAMEVrs
Bohemian Feasants BulH on the "Siamese" Plan to Appear in Vienna.
Vienna. July 14. Another pair of
Inseparable twins on the "Siamese"
plan are shortly to be seen In Vienna.
They nre the daughters of a ltohemian
years old,
peasant, are twenty-fiv- e
and are Joined at the hips.
The connection between them appears lo be only superficial, as they
have separate constitutions, and the
Indisposition of the one does not affect the other. Moreover, their temperaments are quite different one
twin being shy and (pilot, while the
other is a
young woman. They play the violin
and zither, and can speak English.
French nnd Cernían.
In order to determine whether It
would be safe to separate the twins
surgically, they are to be examined
y
by I'rofessor Schrottcr.
with
New Mexico Postmasters,
Special to the Morning Journal.
14.
Washington.
Marti n
July
Hrown has been reappointed postmaster al Rent, Otero county. New Mexico,
to succeed .1. VV. Prude, resigned.
(,. K. Reebee has declined reappointment as postmaster at Elisabeth-town- ,
Mexico.
ColfaS county. New
Jason F. 'arrlngton has been named
for the office.
light-hearte-

BANK ROBBERS WHOLE FAMILY

QUICKLY LAND

IN

KILLED BY

PRISON

14. Duf field
Denver, Col., July
Duncan and John Hustings attempted to rob the haul; In the Krnest
and Cramer building, conducted by
Edward KTwell this afternoon, hut
were foiled and both were arrested.
They entered the bank together and
asked to be shown safety deposit boxes. Mr. Klwell BCComp allied them to
the vault where Duncan struck him
Klwell grappled
with a blackjack.
with his assailant and overpowered
him. Hastings lied bul was arrested
a short time afterward at his lodgings.
Roth men have been employed on loDistinga recently
cal newspapers.
married Miss Katharine jenains.
cashier In the Klwell bank.

,
Winston-SalemN. C, July 14.
Isaac Kyerly, his wife and three youngest children were murdered In their
home a mile east of Rarhers Junction
during the night by robbers, who, after looting the house, set fire to the
bed, on which Mrs. Dycrly lay. The
older daughters, sleeping upstairs,
rushed down Just In time to extinguish the llames before serious damage was done. It Is thought the robbers killed the victims with clubs.
Dyerly was a wealthy merchant
and
farmer nnd the family was one of the
most real
ted In this section. lllood- hounds were put on the trull. Two
negro suspects have been
arrested.
of them Is quoted as hnving'sald
Oe
a
ago,
a few days
after Dyerly had reDEADLOCK IN LAM V RGAS
to allow him to cut his wheat.
fused
erne council i in idly broken "That the old man may live to cut
his grain, but he will never live to
Mayor and Republican Members Steal eat
It."
.March on Striking Democrat.
Special to the Morning Journdl.
Non Oil Fields In Texas.
Ui Vegas, July 14. The republiFort Worth, Tex., July 14. In digcans nf Ihe city council tonight stole ging a well on his place three miles
a march on the striking democrat east of this city, Charles Ingalls has
who have absented themselves from discovered oil at a depth of
tl fset,
Mayor
four consecutive meetings.
acres of land he had or)
his
four
and
met
faithful
Ooodall and the four
market at tl .050, has been hastily
and trie mayor declared a quorum the
Ingalls believes there Is
present on the ground ihat Alderman awithdrawn.
big basin or nil underlying this elty,
Wallace's resignation having been ac- and will
proceed with the work of
cepted, four constituted a majority of
He owned the
Low D. Welib. B republican,
seven.
fawas elected to succeed Mr. Klwood. land at Reaumont on which the
Lucas gusher was located, sell
Alderman Wallace, who Is lo move mous
and the same propto California, then presented his res- ing It for $4,000,
ignation and Dr. R. D. Hlack was erly afterward brought ll.uOO.OOO. II
chosen In his place. More trouble Is says he will not be In a hurry to asl
this time.
expected.

Knox

lor-mer-

--

d,

SI. Mnrvs Needed No Help.
Gibraltar, inly 14. The salvage
steamer (Illicit arlk which was sent 0
Sparta upon receipt of the report that
the New York school shin St. Marys
had stranded there returned today and
reported having found the school ship
at sea. bound for Gibraltar and requir
ing no assistance.
COCHRAN'S
VERDINO si"!' FOR OCTOREfl
ov
Yorker Mel I 'm lire
Brilliant
Bride While on Trip to Ihe Orient.
Sania Rarbara, Cal., July 14. -- The
formal announcement made at Manila
of the engagement Of Miss Anna Id",
the eldest daughter of General Henry
C. Ide, of th" Philippines, to Rourk
Cockran of New York, did not come
as a surprise to Miss Die's Intimate
friends In Santa Rarbara, though It
will he news to many persons In this
and other countries. Mr. Cockran
first met Miss Ide during the trip with
the Taft parly to the Orient. The
wedding will not take place until nft r
the return of Governor General Ide

RI'RKi:

October.
MeKhetey's Niece to Marry.
York, July 14. News his
New
reached this city announcing the comd
ing wedding of Cnplsln Grayson
Heidi, fit Ihe Fifteenth cavalry. In
Miss Grace Howe McKlnley. a niece ,f
President McKlnley. nnd for a lime
The
mistress of the While House.
Weddlnr will be nt Fort Des Moloc,.
McKlnley
Miss
In, next Wednesday
has been teaching al Mount llolyoke

In

VII-lar-

NO

PART

IN SELECTION OF DELEGATES

Honesty,
cerity

Ability, Integrity and
Only

Qualifications

Be Considered

lter-wln-

ganized from Ule constitutional democrats would have a chance of pacifying tli" country, seems to leave the
emperor without recourse, except to
summon constitutional democrats to
Office upon their own terms and the
late makers today are busy with selecting the names Of those who will
probably compose the cabinet headed
by M. Mouromtseff, president of the
lower house of Professor Mllukoff.
Although everything Indicates that
a triumph for the constitutional democrats is at hand, the delay is raising
serious misgivings as to a change of
heart at Peterhof on account of the
Indexible insistence of the constitutional democrats on three points,
namely, recognition of the principle of
expropriation, general amnesty for political offenders and no summer recess
for the lower house.
A genuine scare was created
this
evening by a report that-themperor
is listening to a (action at court Which
advises the desperate experiment of an
appeal to the country through new
etctlOM. This plan Is to dissolve the
lower house and at he same time to
HUGH McGINN FOUND
announce new elections on the basis of
suffrage, and it is said that
UNCONSCIOUS IN SAN DIEGO auniversal
elr-ul- ar
asking tar n repi i t 011 h
the result of such a new election
would be. has already been sent to the
Took Two Drinks In Saloon and local authorities.
As a further evidence, however, that
Premier Goretnykln Is to remain temAwoke to Find His Money
porarily In office, it is reported about
Ihe clubs tonight that the
premier
and Jewelry Missing,
who on Wednesday ordered the dismantling of his official summer residence on Yelngin island, today counSpecial to the Morning Journal
termanded these instructions.
Juiy
San Diego, Cal.,
14.
At three
policeo'clock yesterday morning a
Student Riots in Persia.
man found Hugh McGinn of Gallup,
Teheran, July 14. A sharp street
N. M., lying unconscious behind a sa- light occurred hi re yesterday
between
loon on San Pablo avenue. Examinatroops and a procession
of student
tion revealed the fact thai McGinn malcontenta,
in which twelve students
had been doped at a neighboring bar
two soldiers were killed. The acduring the night and robbed of $,500 and
tivity of the authorities has tended
besides a gold watch and chain.
McGinn, who has been superintend- somewhat to restore confidence, and
the shops were opened today. The
ent of the Weaver mine of the Ameri- mullahs,
however, are still In the
can Fuel company al Qaltup, arrived great mosque.
The opinion prevails
here direct from the New Mexico town
of affairs Is hidden from
the
state
Saturday morning. According to his that
the
shah.
story he suffered With cramps
the
night before and took two drinks of
To Bbdtor Homeless in 1'riseo.
gin to get relief. This Is all McGinn
Snn Francisco, July 14. A corporaremembers and the officers believe It
tion Composed Of thS members of the
Is a clear case of doping and subsequent robbery.
finance committee, together with GovEverything McGinn had on his per- ernor Pardee and Mayor Schmt7,
son is missing. He Is in a very serious having at Its command M, 780,900 of
condition from the effects of the drug Ihe relief fund, will Immediately
and fears that he is going insane,
lo erect permanent houses for
McGinn has been In the employ of the shelter of the city's homeless, This
the owners of the mine at Qfillttp for was decided on at a meeting of the
the last fourteen years.
committee yesterday.
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Russian Radicals Confident of Victory Street Car Service Put Out of
Thrown
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Out.
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to Newspaper Men Captain Badly Wounded Makes

nt

1

Floods

E

Work of Constitutional Convention
Denying Herself

Panama, July 14. A telegram rehere from San Salvador says
that Honduras declared war against
Guatemala today.
According to this same message the
reach the Tombs tomorrow is n t
following proclamation has been circompelled
She may he
known.
to wait until Monday before Seeing
culated in Fanam;1. :
the boy on whom she has lavished
General Bonlll, commanding the RAMSIIORN WINS RICH
BRIGHTON HANDICAP RACK $80,000 a year from her own Income,
Salvadorean army has repelled tht
Realising that she would perhaps
Guatemalan force at Matapana, In
Salvador, ten miles east of the Guate- Western Colt Carries Oft $20,000 Purse arrive too late to see ihe prisoner today. Mrs. Thaw sent ahead a wireless
in Fast Time.
malan frontier. The .victorious army
of Salvador retained the positions capNew York, July 14. Ramshorn, n telegram which was delivered to Thaw
tured from the enemy.
son of Bute-AuTessf, early In the day. The message seemed
owned by Captain W. S. Williams, a to cheer him greatly.
The declaration of war by Honduras western horseman, and ridden by
It was said tonight that Harry K.
on Guatemala, brings a third slate ac- Jockey Sewell, won the
Brighton Thaw has dismissed the law firm of
rich
tively into the Central American trou- handicap at Brighton beach before a Black, oleott, Qruber and Bonynlge In
ble which has been progressing with crowd which completely overtaxed the 1 fit of anger, and that the firm of
more or less severe lighting and 'acuities
former Governor Frank S.
of the seaside track. Th" .vhlch
bloodshed for a month or more.
western colt went to the post at 9 to Black Is the head will not defend the
Honduras and Salvador are now ar 2
the betting, being second cholc? young I'lttsburger In his trial for th"
rayed against their neighbor on the to InDandelion,
killing of White.
the favorite at 4 to 1.
west.
Nicaragua and Costa Rica are
The dismissal came, it was said, ti
Pressing
the
flnMi
winner
at
the
the only two countries still passive and was First Mason, who finished second, the culmination of a number of argu
it has been said that the former is beaten by a
neck. A length further ments Thaw has had with various
about to take part in the righting.
and taking the short end of R9 members of the law firm over the
I'p to today Honduras has seeming- back
purse was Tnkalon, winner of the question of a defense. Judge Oleott.
ly '
n.i part n the dlfflcltles
has been the active member of the
tweet, her neighbors. TteceiU reports, RrtWXiyn handicap. All three of th. who
firm In connection with the case, an
money
in
that
horses
finished
an
the
however, declared her territory had
by western men. First Mason ilong Insisted that that insanity b"
been invaded by Guatemalan troops, owned
made the chief point in the defense.
In pursuit of fugitives from the army was at 10 to 1 in the betting, whl!e while
Thaw has Insisted with equal,
of General Regalado, the Salvadorean 20 to 1 was freely given against the If not greater, emphasis, that he woul
commander, who was killed in the chances of Tokalon.
not stand for the Insanity plea.
liamshnrn's victory was very popufighting at Jícaro
While there have been numerous ar
The present trouble in Central lar, for he was most probably the guments between Traw and Judge nl- America has been brewing for a long most heavily played horse in the rac". ott on this question, there was no
time. For the past five years the rev- and the only one to be backed down open
It is said, until Friday.
olutionists in that eiuintry have been from the opening price. The first price rhen. break.
to the autnority upo
according
5
1,
deswas
to
laid
against
and
him
planning. Intriguing and preparing for
story is based. Thaw, durwhich
the
poured
golden
pite
stream
which
the
the overthrow of President Cabrera
ing a verbal combat with Judge ol
and in their efforts to this end, they in on Dandelion, Whimsical, Fllp-11- a eott
In the Tombs, beca mi- enraged
p and several others of the mod
have not failed to appeal for support
wound up In a tirade, by telling
to certain elements In Honduras and fancied horses, the play on Ramshorn and lawyer
flatly
that the firm if
Salvador, working on the national forced the bookmakers to cut to 9 to his
Black, Oleott, (.ruber nnd llnnynge
jealousies for the Hrst place among 2. The time of the race was 2:03 j,
the several states forming Central which, while not threatening firooni-stlck- 's no longer were his counsel.
world's record of 2:02
America.
Veteran Clilcugo Editor Dead.
President Cabrera has been harshly made In this event two years ago, s
Chlcaeo. Julv 14. William H. Hui- criticised by his enemies. They de- considered rather fast for the mile
bey, for nearly thirty years a member
clare he rules with extreme despotism, and a quarter distance.
staff of the Chicago
that no man's life Is safe under his adThe day was an Ideal one for rac- of the editorial
died early today. He was
ministration and the country morally ing, the heat of the summer sun being
., February 24. 1SS9.
horn In Vienna.
and economically Is going to the tempered by a refreshing breeze.
from the Busbey
dogs, under his unwise and
The Brighton, which has a guaran- He was indescended
unginnii.,
Staffordshire,
,
course.
teed vaule nf $25,000, Is the richest of family
came to America
On the other hand President Ca- the
handicaps, and coming members of which
brera has derlared this revolutionary late In the season, is participated in and participated In the revolution.
movement to be conscquental and by horses of known quality and fitness
Peasants Kepulwo Cnvnlry.
that the government would promptly-puRamshorn's share of the purse was
Tscherkassy. Tyler Province, July
it down. President Cabrera's term $20,000, while $3,000 went to C. 3.
14,
a squadron of cavalry was beat
of office in fact, expired In 190S. He Rowe, owner of First Mason, and
0
here today in an attempt to dis
has, however, instated upon holding on
to J, W. Fuller, owner of Tokalon, en
perso a meeting of 4,onn peasants ano
to the office.
who finished third.
An officer and
factory employes.
Cabrera's army Is said to have no
Suof
the
Go Between, the winner
were killed and a num
soldiers
three
faith In him. The pay of the soldiers burban,
today,
because
not
run
could
ber were wounded.
has often been In nrrears. The fightthe protest which was lodge
ing men of the states of Central Amer- of
against him by Frank R. Hitchcock,
ica are little more than automata M owner of Dandelion.
be led Into a battle,
to
shoot, to
the had luck In all his races
charge, and to be killed at the com thisDeaplte
year, Dandelion was made favormand of their officers. The army 5? ite today, opening at 3 to 1 and recedGuatemala Is In fairly good shap
to 4 to 1, but still retaining the
There are somo 7,000 professional sol- ing
position of honor In the betting.
d
diers In the republic, with 51,000
men of service age. The reAMKIUCAN
serves amount to about 30,000 men. It BVRRS WINSGOU CHAMPIONSHIP
was reported that Guatemala had 50,- 000 men under arms near the Salvador Defeats Canadian Exiiert After Stirboundary line.
ring (iumc.
The revolutionists are said to hav.
July 14. Eben
N. J
Rnglewood,
plenty of fighting men, arms and am- M. Ryers,
of Pittsburg, who has made
munition, and they doubtless hnve in- many attempts
to win the national
vaded the frontiers of Honduras, Sal- amateur golf championship and one
vador and Mexico during the lighting promising effort for the British title,
against Cabrera. They are hended by won the American honor today by deGeneral M. I,. Hnrrlllns, a former pres- feating George S. Lyon of the Limb-to- n
ident of tho country, who has the asCounty club. Toronto, Canada, 'r
sistance of Generals Castillo, Pineda the final round
holes
of thirty-si- x
and Toledo. Guatemala Is a little lar- match play on the Rnglewood club's
ger than the state of Ohio. Its pop- course.
Calcutta. India. July 14. By official
ulation Is 60 per cent pure Indian, the
was a stirring match from begin negligence a reprieve arrived at an
It
half-caste
remainder Is chiefly
and a nlng to end, as the former Canadian eastern Rengal village too late to save
amall portion Is of pure European d
ehumnlon had the Tlttsburg man four the life of a man condemned to death.
scent. The trouble between Salvad
down
at one stage of the morning
Is
an outcome of the round, which ended, however, with the The viceroy's telegram cancelling the
and Guatemala
sentence came several hourH afIn
nut-to
t
their efforts
revolutionists
representative of the dominion being death
the man had been hanged.
Cabrera.
the only one up on Iho first round of terJohn
Morley, secretary of state for
While no actual declaration of war e ithleen holes.
questioned on the subject
was
India,
has been made between Guatemala
In the afternoon It was nip and
of commons, and now an
and Salvador, a state of war prarll tuck nil the way and there was little In the house
explanation of the fatal bluncally exists. All Guatemalan citizens to choose between the two. On the official forthcoming.
betweeen 18 and 80 yenrs old have fifteenth hole Bvers. who had been der Isappears
that when the papers reIt
been called nut to Join the ranks and steadily Improving In his work during lating
to the case were sent to Simla,
martial law has been declared.
the afternoon, took the lead and arter where the government is located durThe revolutionists appear so fnr to the next two holes had been halved In
the summer, the time allowed for
have had the better of it. They have fours and fives, the Pittsburg player ing
the reply to came back was not sufficaptured and held anvrrnl towns, an made a brilliant put for three on the cient,
and Sunday Intervened. Thus
as the movement progresses and suc- home green and won out hv two up.
of an underling In a Calstupidity
the
ceeds, their rank ore constantly being
A
large gallery witnessed the cutta official bureau caused the needat
a
scene
It
was
strengthened.
match and
brilliant
less sacrifice of a life.
The participation nf Honduras In the finish and A worthy ending to onr
this trouble romea as n surprise. nf the most enjoyable tournaments In Dragoons Disperse llnilcl of LWISSIS,
There has been very little to Ino- the history of the game In this coun
Tula, Russia, July 14. A detachrnate that this country would go Into try.
ment of dragoons today attacked a
the fray.
band of peasants who had taken posOhio Coal Miners Remite Work.
A recent dispatch from Mnnuel
session of the estnte of M. Evrlenoff.
Cleveland, July 14. At a confer- and killed two of them, wounded a
president of Honduras, to the
(
ence today the miners and owners nf dozen and dispersed the band.
Honduras consul general at New
leans, oald that th number of lion the largest coal mines In Ohio, lo
froncated In district No. 4 In the south
duras troops on the Guatemalan
"astern part of the state, the strike e Mori. MONKV I'OII HONDO
tier had been doubled for the pm p.
peace.
In that, section was declared off, nnil
of preserving th
IRRIGATION PIUMIXT
Monday 1.000 miners will return to
14.
The
July
The nary department has order
Washington,
1
ImApril
being
to
work
proceed
out
after
since
Marhlehead
secretary of the Interior has In- the cruiser
e
appropriation
from
mediately to La Libertad, dn the The 1904 scale was agreed to. The
creased the
coast of Salvador, to safeguard Amer- deadlock In the other districts, par
the reclamation fund for the
Hhe was at Panama, tlcularly In No. x remains unbroken
Hondo, New Mexico, Irrigation
ican Interests
project from $240,000 to $138,- and should have arrived at La Liber- but Cleveland operators hope that by
Monday there will be some show for
000.
tad not later than July U,
There la no other American warship a aetttlement.
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One of the strongest documents ever
Issued from the executive office of
New Mexico is tin? proclamation Just
issued by Governor Herbert J. Hager- man for the election of delegates to

the convention which la to choose .1
constitution for the new state of Arizona. The governor urges ill the
strongest possible manner the OTSVS
need of selecting the most able men
for this purpose and of leaving politics out of the question in the selection of delegates who shall be the
brainiest and most representative citThe following
izens of the territory.
is the proclamation:
Proclamation,
To the people of the Territory of New
Mexico:

(in the sixteenth day of June, 1IM,
the president of the United States
an act of congress, entitled:
"An act to enable the people of
Oklahoma and of Indian Territory
to form a constitution and state
government and be admitted Into
the Union on an equal footing with
the original states; and to enable
the people of New Mexico and of
Arizona to form a constitution and
Me aoverymenl
and be admit
into the Union on an equal footing
wUh tlje original stales."
Sections 2.1 and .41- inclusive or the
said act of congress provide that the
Inhabitants of all that part of the
urea of the United Stales now constituting the territories of Arizona and
New Mexico, may. If the people of
those territories SO ele. t, become the
State of Arizona, and set forth In detail the procedure whereby the Wishes
of the people oi the two territories
are to be ascertained.
It Is provided by sec tion 21 of the
said act that, at Ihe general election
to be hold on the sixth day of November, nineteen hundred and six. all
the electors of said territories, respectively, qualified to vote at such election, are thereby authorised to vote
for and choose delegates to form n
convention for sai. territories, wtilcii
convention shall consist of inn' hundred and ten delegates, sixty -- six of
which delegates ShaM
Idled to
said convention I, y the people of the
territory of New Mexico and fortv-fou- r
by the people nl Ihe territory of
Arizona, and that Ihe governors, chief
Justices and sei setarias of each of
said territories, respectively, shall apportion the delegates to be thus elected from their respective tei ilories,
as nearly as may ho, equitably amone;
the several coiintlcs thereof. In accordance with Ihe voting population
as shown b) the vole cast for delcgii,-Icongress in Ihe respective territories in nineteen Hundred and four, it
Is further provided by the said act,
that the governors nl said territories,
respectively, shall within thirty da
t.
after the approval thereof,
on
or before Julv sixteenth,
Issue
a proclamation In w hich the aforesaid
convenllon shall be fully specified and
announced, and In which other mutters, hereinafter referred tp. shall be
clearly stated,
in accord mee herefore, Willi suck
provisions of tin s ild act. I. Herbert
it llai. 10 in. governor of NSW Mexico, do herein specify and announce,
that, pnssunni to an official call,
SA, the chief Justice
dated June ;;
of ihe territory of New Mexico ami
the Secretary of the said territory did
meet with the governor of tho territory In the
executive
office
in Santa Ke, and. after a full
and careful consideration
of the
subject nnd a thorough examination
of the certified election returns of the
several counties of the territory, show- the total vote iast for delegate to
congress at the general election held
In November. 11104, found that
the
total vote cast for all candidates for
delegate to congress at the mild election was 43.01 I that, IIS Sixty-si- x
delegates are to be apportioned from
among the several counties In accordance with the voting population is
shown by such total vote, the unit
for apportionment Is one delegate for
each r2 votes cast at such general
election; that fractions In excens of
f
of said unit, which would be
.1211. should entitle a county to
another
delegate. Upon this basis the number
of delegates apportioned
to each
county was. nnd i do hereby specifically announce Ihe same to be as
follows:
To Bernalillo county. B delegate:
Chaves, 2; Colfax, 4; Dona Ana 2; Rd-d1;. Qrant, li duadalupe,
; Lincoln. 2; I, una. 1; McKlnley, lj Mora
4
otero, 2; Quay, 1; nio Arriba, f.;
Rooeerelt, I; Sandoval. 2; Han Juan
I; Han Miguel. 7; Hanta re, 4: erra
I. Socorro, 4; Tans, S; Torrance,
;
Union, 3: Valencia, 3. Making a total
x
rlxly-slof
delegates.
In further accordance with section
24 of said art of congress I hereby or- ier ,nm 111 me general election to h
held in the territory of New Mexico
on Ihe sixth day of November, nineteen hundred and six. there ih(II be
rubinltted to all th .juallli d electoie
-

I

I

,

one-hal-

'
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KEBUQUERQUB

MORNING JOURNSE.'

Sunday, July 15,
oí the territory a quetlon which shMl Joseph It. Klbbey today Issued a tor- -'
reau, who have a rose garden In which
be stated on the ballot In substance mal proclamation for the election of
are ten ihou-ianvarieties of the queen
ami tornt a follows:
the forty-fou- r
delegates to the conTO
of flowers.
...No.
...Vm
stitutional convention of tho nn,lu,i
The opening performance
of the
That Hectors desiring to vote in the Joint state of Arizona.
season was given nt I I lay a few days
affirmative shall place a cross mark
Yesterday the chairmen of the demago,
n
numerous
actors and
In the square to the left of the woij ocratic and republican
NEW.
cenactresses taking part, and the
"Yes." tul those desiring; to vote hi tral committees called territorial
meetings
Capital
MAKE
of
and
Surplus,
$100,000.00.
danceuse of the Grand Opeia
the
shall place a crosa marti their respective bodies for
purdoing a Greek dance before a large
in th aguare to 4he left of the word pose of outlining a plan to the
the
and fashionable audience.
"So." And 1 do further order that rapidly growing sentiment In fight
In each county of the territory, the in favor of the proposed JointArizona
INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
' The rnya! palace In Rome is supnumber of delegates to the auld con- hood project. It is proposed to statehave
DIVORCED
plied with et.dless amusement by the
vention to hlch. each county I enti- a meeting of the committees In Phoequaint sayings of the
tled as herein announced, shall ue nix on the 4th of next August.
Princess Yolanda", eldest daughter .f
voted for In accordance with the proKing Victor Emmanuel, who puts on
visions of said act of confess, and
grown-u- p
airs that are quite astonishthat the names of the candidate In
LOCAL
ing.
the convention and the question In
Efforts at Reconciliation Meet She Is frequently heard admonishform and subntanoe as herein sot forth
ing her sister, Mafalda, who Is one
shall be printed on the same ballot
Washington. July 14. New Mexico-Showeryear younger, on proper behavior for
And after carefully considering
th'
and
Sunday;
Monday,
coolc.r
an Italian princess. Recently she said
said act of congress, and consulting Snou-eriWith
Little
Success
to her, "Mafalda, Just look at your
GROCERY COMP'Y
the lfgil authorities of the territory.
Arizona: Showers Sunday In east,
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
fingernails; they have gone ln'o
In regard to its interpretation, I do fair In west portion; Monday
fair,
reThe
mourning."
princess
smaller
hereby recommend that, in order to
thunder
showers In north portorted that Yolanda's were In the
prevent the possibility of any illegal- tion.
name condition; but It was a very suelection, the
ity In this
CASTELLANES' POLITICAL
Capital Paid in.........$100,000.00
perior young lady who replied. "Posballot upon which said question. In
"GoodThiosstoEat"
J. It. Archuleta,
g
CAREER ENDED IN FRANCE sibly they are, and and and, anyform and substance as herein set forth spending the day InoftheSandoval,
Surplus
city.and Profits 20,000.00
way I am a big girl, and you aro a
and the names of the candidates to
Santa Fe Policeman Weyler his
little one!" which argument Yolanda
the aforesaid convention, are printed, succeeded
tleorgo L. Patterson at the
considered as clinching the matter.
shall be a separate and distinct ballot local station.
Expelled From Chamber of Deputies
Princess Yolanda was very excited
from that upon which are printed the
THIS BAXX OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1304
"Save your pennies and
James Dun, chief engineer of the
the other day over the visit of the
names of the candidates for delegate
For
to
of
mayor
of
palace.
London
Bribery
No
the
Voters
With
lord
to congress, members of the territorial Santa Fe system, arrived here from
the dollars will take
We Invite your attention to the following statement,
She had seen pictures of tho civic
council and house of representatives, Chicago last night.
showin jrthe business growth oí this Bank since Its
Chance
show in Loudon, with the lord mayor
of
Reelection.
Attorney W. It. Chlldcrs returned
and county officers.
of
care
themselves."
organization.
In his furred robe and chains of office.
Such election for delegates shall be last night from Santa Fe, where he
She was, therefore, Intensely disapconduced, the returns made, and the has been on lejul business.
deposits at the end of first day
$ 10,400.9!
pointed on learning that Sir Vaughan
(By Paul Vllllcrs.)
certificates of persons elected to said
L. C. Ilennett. Jerry Hawks
We want a" month's grocery
Deposits
at
papa
the
respects
end
and
of
first
paid
19,172. (H
his
Morgan
week
ta
her
may
Issued,
be
near
us
as
convention
Paris, July 14. It is absolutely cer
John Lee Clarke left last night for
business from you to demonDeposits at the end of first month.
and mnmma In a plain Prince Albeit
31,821.8
i
in the same manner as is prescribed Denver to attend the
tain
de
Count
that
Bonl
Castellans
strate
Elks' reunion.
' by the laws of the territory of New
Deposits at tho end of first six months
husband of Anna (Jould, will never coat.
92.750.195
J. A. Shope, bridge and building the
Quite put out, Fhe said she was very
occupy his seat as a member of the
Mexico, regulating the election of superintendent
Deposits at the end of first year
1st
you
mon-save
can
That
on
lC9,002.80j
that she was not at home
members of the territorial legislature, ed here last night the Santa Fe, arriv- trench chamber of deputies. At th? glad, then,came,
by buying your groceries of us.
ueposus at the end of eighteen months
adding with scornful
from Wlnslow.
298,320.811
last election, he was still able to spend when he
and the sum of one hundred and ilfly
Miss Nona McDowell will leave this enough of his wife's money
"The , English are not a
Deposits at the end of two years.
2d That the qualNy of the
thousand dollars, or so much thereof
377,332.371
to bribe comment:
anyway!"
people,
dressy
goods we sell Is the very bit
as may he necessary. Is appropriated morning to visit relatives at Colum- a sufficient numher of voters to cast
Deposits June 18, 1900
434,502.3Í
bus,
C.a.,
during the remainder of the their votes for him, but his methods
by the said act for defraying expenses
and not "seconds" as sold by
r
shah of Persia holds
The child-lik- e
incident to the elections and conven- summer.
were so reckless, that It did not sur
Í
others.
of
having
motor
a
tthe
driven
record
Mrs. Edward f itero, of the Casa d prise anybody that his election was
tion provided for In the act. IncludINTEREST PAID OX TIME DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF FlVjst
3d That you save both time and
ing the expenses of holding the elec- 00, has returned from Colorado declared void, and in nil parts of with tho must (Xpenslve brand of
PER
CENT PER ANNUM. SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT
by
trouble
buying
we
us
as
power,
from
brandy
motive
of
as
Instead
constituof
the
springs where she visited friends for France protests were made ngalnit
tion for members
have
everything
grocery
In
the
gasoline.
three
tional convention.
the introduction in this country of
months.
lino. The largest stock to select
When the shah received his new
Section 25 of the said uct of conAtnerteiin elimfifin mntlimlu
The Atlas Kmploynient
from and the most complete in
penni car he was as excited as a child wi'h
gress provide that If. a uitijorlty hi ry II. Mltchncr, manager,agency, HarNow
count
the
practically
is
every
sent
a
detail.
eacli of said territories shall vote for bunch of laborers out yesterday blr less, but even should he succeed in a new toy, and Insisted that it should
It getting the large alimony ho expec'.s be set going at once.
WITH AMPLE MEANS
Joint statehood the delegates to the work 011 the Grand canyon line.
4th
our delivery system
That
y
Gasoline is not a common commi-ditconvention thus elected shall meet
The matrons' elocutionary contest at from tho Gould family, he will neve
solnclting
system
AND
your
and
is
UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
for
The palace was
in Persia.
In the hull of the house of represenallowed to become a candi
special convenience and it is
Interest In the tent meetings again bo any
but not a gill of the explossearched
tatives of the territory of New Mexi- on The
public
dato
for
office.
never too late or too early to acco, in the city of Santa Fe, on Mon- is the corner of Coal and Edith stre.tii
is still making desperate effor'.s ive spirit could he found. The courtcommodate a customer.
Important sub- to He
iers trembled for their heads as they
day, December the third, nineteen hun- jectsnotarediminishing.
a
effect
his
wife
reconciliation
with
BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, II,
presented night after but no one believes
told the Sub'lme Ruler the truth.
Sth That if cleanliness court's
dred and six, and, after having de- night. Allbeing
will
sue
he
that
are Invited to be present
The shah fumed and then his curclared on behalf of the people of the at these services
with you, you should tall a'nJ
ceeed.
proposed state that they adopt the each night duringwhich will continue
sec for yourself.
In the meantime, tho three children iosity led him to inquire the nature .it
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATIOl
the week.
constitution of the United States, they
of the Castellanes are very much in the fluid required. It was spirit. The
Í
4A U bULiiUllS HEW ACCOUNTS.
members of Harmony lodge N1. view in this city, and Judging from the shah brightened at once. He had lo s
a
shall bo authorized to form a consti- 1, All
I. O. O. F., are requested to at1KIÍK
It,
specially
purvey.nl
of
brandy
tution and state government for the
appearance
happy
the youngsters,
tend the funeral of our late brother. they do not seem to of
CAPITAL, $150,M.M.
proposed state.
feel the separation to the Imperial household. Tho bran- 1
Ollt FRESH
dy was brought, the tanks filled an
Section 26 of the said act provides William Biggs, to be held at O. W. between their parents very much.
Strong's
Sons' parlors
at 9:30 tills
FRl'IT DEPARTMENT
that in case such a constitution and
Officert and Directora:
There are three boys, Jay, the old- the new motor car soon hummed along
state government shall be formed In morning. All visiting Odd Fellows are est. George and Ronl, the youngest under the explosive force of probabiy
requested
to
a
attend, Oeorge ll. Wil- who has the reputation of being the as expensive
brandy as can bo
compliance with all the provisions as
d
On hand now our famous
W. S. ETRlOKIiKR,
W. J. iOHNSOW, f 1
purchased.
set forth in the act, the convention son. X. I!.
most beautiful tiny child of all the
Mid Cashier.
Atuilstaut Cut
young,
orTonight Klder M. D. WarTle will lovely little ones who are seen on
Sarah Rcrtihardt has made a
forming the same shall provide by
a
WILLIAM McINTOSH.
irannnm Anwrvr
dinance for submitting the said con. speak, taking for his subject. "The pleasant afternoons In the avenue du unknown dramatist the happiest man
J. C BALDRIDGE.
.STRAWBERRIES
A. M. DLACKWKIX.
n m. mmmm
In Paris by accepting a play of h:s
Sinai." "Did the ten Cols do Uoulogne.
slitutlon to the people of tho proposed Law
state at a fixed time, for Its ratilication commandments or their equivalent exThe famous painter of society child for production at her own theater. reBLACKBERRIES
The great actress had not long
or rejection, and, that, if a majority ist before they were proclaimed from ren. Mile. y'Eplnny, has Just finished a
NUMEROUS TESTIMONIALS OF ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITIES E
of the legal votes cast on that question Sanal?" Is a question In the minds if picture of Jay de Castellano, which all turned from America when Rer.e
RED RASPBERRIES
DORSE TIIK MEDICI NAL EFFICACY OF THE
shall be for the constitution, that such many. Hear the answer tonight. The society Is flocking to her studio to see. Fraudet, the young playwright in
LOGAN BERRIES
result be certified to the president of subject will be made practical with
At the childrens' ghymkans at tho question, went to her home and succeeded afti r some trouble In getting
the United States, who, within twcnly helpful thoughts for nil.
polo club, George, who is a first-claIn dismissing him "'j
PLl'.MS
PEACHES
days after receiving said report, shall.
D. J. Lenry of San Francisco ar- little athlete, won the hundred yard an Interview.
grande Sarah" filled him with hone
If he llnds the said constitution 4ml rived nt the Alvarado yesterday.
dash for boys under 10 years of age.APRICOTS
GRAPES
by saying, "Come back at half pa-i- t
government to be republican in form,
The Kpworth leaguers of the Highand that the provisions of this act land M. K. church are making elaborA sensational case arising out of a eleven tonight and bring your play."
PEARS
CHERRIES
.So
at midnight Fraudet was reading
have been complied with in the for- ate preparations for their "rainbow love intrigue between a professional
mation thereof, Issue a proclamation social," at the end of the rainbow, cor- French beauty nnd a wealthy New his play "La Nuit Perverso" to
ETC.
ETC.
elecof
said
unnounclng the result
ner of Thirteenth street and Mountain Yorker, will come up for trial before Madame Ilornhardt. who at the contion; whereupon tho new state of Ar- road, Tuesday evening, July 17. Mrs. the French court on Thursday next clusion, hailed it as a masterpiece and
kissed the proud author on botn
izona shall be deemed admitted lulo Belle Lee wishes to announce that her July 19.
the Union on an equal footing with old friend. Mr. Sharp, will be there to
VSE
parties Involved are an Ameri- cheeks. She further promised that II
The
the original states. The new stale assist In entertaining the crowd.
can woman named Emerson and MIlo. should be put on at the Theatre Sarah
by
next
winter.
shall, until otherwise, provided
Bernhardt
f
Mrs. Thomas F. Keleher, of 123 Leo Renn, who for a brief sonco
MEADOW GOLD BUTTER
law, be entitled to two representatives North
street, accompanied uy time enjoyed the affection and wealth
royal
splintered
of
coach,
the
in the house of representatives of the her twoWalter
Pieces
daughters and Miss Grace of Mr. Wertheim of New York, who containing King Alfon-jThe Perfect Butter for Sum
United States, and to two senators Horradalle, left yesterday
for Whl'.-com- b not long ago married a Miss Gladys and which was damagedandby histhebrido,
anin the seriate of the United States.
Qulckel Si Itotlie of Zeltrur's Cafe,' and Oeorifo If. Dehor
t -Sellgman of that clly.
camp
to
Springs
a
month,
for
mer use.
In addition to the paramount duty tho Lead avenue M. R. church on
Mr.' Wertheim was here hi archist bomb on the weddingday, have
of the While Elephant. Local Dealers
While
of forming a Just, equitable anil wise Tuesday evening will
made the acquaintance of Mile. Renn beeen added to the curious museum
constitution, a serious and responsible In by the following ladles: Mesdames and was so charmed by her that ho set which has been formed by the queen
upon
the members of Hnrden, Downes, Leaning,
here. This colduty devolving
the Ijeauty up in a dainty apartment mother In the palaceentirely
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of objects
lection
the constitutional convention, will be Sleight. Vaughn. Wilson, Rutherford,
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$
a
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The
that of providing for the election of and Windsor.- That these Whitcomh
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money.
pocket
with
what
This
month
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tho life of King Alfonso since
officers for a full state government,, being drilled by Miss Kva ladles
CO.
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early
including members of the legislature a guarantee that their many
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childhood.
"Good Things to Eat"
friends atrical company provided Mile. Renn
Is
objects
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a
the
view
and two representatives In congress will be well repaid for their attendWHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
with a very comfortable Income. Wh--LAS
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at the time of the election for the ance. No admission fee will bo charg- business called Mr. Wertheim back to paving htone upon which the king
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head
such
force
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not
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himself
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New
show
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tution. Seldom hi the history of great fray the necessary expenses. Every- grateful of the lady's favors, and con that It was thought his skull was brokautomatic mono 02a.
Colorado Pboná
g
vents has any body of men had more body invited.
tinned to .send her small tokens of en. The youthful monarch was pnss-instreet
through
a
narrow
and
came
serious questions to consider than will
however,
day,
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this body of 110 delegates when they
Mile. Renn learned of Mr. Werthelm's to a blockade, which was formed inassemble In Santa Fe on the third day
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Surprised People!

FEARS

ANARCHIST ATTACK

Madrid Tragedy

Nerves

of

DETECTIVES

Affected

British Monarch
It is n grocery wronp; to deny the public the right coffee at the right price.
Tell your grocer plainly that you must
have Arbucklcs' ARIOSA Coffee, and if
he offers you a substitute, or tries to sell
you his loose scoop coffee, send directly
to us. We tell you right here, in unmistakable terms, that we buy and sell more
coffee than any four other concerns in

WATCHING WELL

KNOWN REDS IN ENGLAND

Anonymous

Letter

Places

Kings

Name Along With President Roosevelt in List of "Marked Men,"

(ny flkh.ird Abercorn.)

London, July 14. It is an open secret at court that for the llrst time in
ins life King Edward Is beginning to
experience a wholesome dread of anarchists.
Since the outrage at Madrid, the
king has shown a marked dislike to
driving In a horse carriage.
When
ever it is possible he uses one of his
motor cars, and being exempt from
the ordinary speed regulations of tlio
road, he travels as fast as possible.
The reason for this nervousness is
the fact that a fortnight ago the Boot-lan- d
Yard detectives "obta mod possession of of a letter showing that the
most dangerous gang of anarchists
have now added King Edward to their
list of "marked
The other
men."
names on the list are President
Roosevelt and King Alfonso of Spain.
The original anonymous letter to
which the police attach some Import
Mice, is in possession of the king who
appeared to pass over the matter
lightly. The letter has been shown
almost jokingly to various member
of the royal household but at the samo
time it is known that he detectives
are wv.tching well known anarchists
more closely than they have ever done
before.

Á

The shameful way poor Irish

wom-

en are made to work for no wages it
all, has been described before a gov
ernment committee by Factory Inspector Rosa M. Squire.
Speaking of the "truck" or payment
in kind system, as worked in the
North of Ireland, Miss Squire mid:
"In Donegal, I found that poor women folk walk many miles into towns.
Where wool is given
out to (hem.
Which they take hack to their squalid

.iibins

and

knit into stockings

01

gloves, receiving no payment except in
tea and groceries, (he former being
charged
against them at 3s Hd a

pound (or 84 cents); (the ordinary
price for good tea being 40 or 60
cents.
No money passed and the
Worker! cannot get coin."
Before she can earn her pound of
tea. Ihe peasant has to knit some two
and a half dozen pairs of stockings,
which are afterwards sold retail at
.."id to $3 a pair.
"Tlic houses of the workers." cony
tinued Miss Squire, "are Isolated,
cabins, perched on rocky soil 0
standing In bogs, with mud floors, and
generally a cow and perhaps a calf,
but Hlwnys a pig. with cocks and hens
in the living room."
Miss Squire's picture of the Irish
peasant's "cabin" is only ton familiar
sinc e the sad evenls of IS44-but the
terrible tyranny of the master stocking makers Is a feature of Ireland's
wrongs, that Is to most English peoone-Stor-

8,

ple.

Society with a large and patrician

the world combined, that we drink
ARIOSA Coffee ourselves, with the best
coffee in the world to choose from, and
that ARIOSA Coffee is the greatest
coffee value in the world for the money.
Isn't that straight talk ? Another
thing
We arc tlje same old firm, not a corporation or stock company, but the same
old firm that introduced ARIOSA
Coffee thirty-seve- n
years ago ; and ihe
sales of ARIOSA have grown to exceed
those of all the other packaged coffees in
the United States combined, just because
it is better coffee for the money than
else can sell. The flavor and
vholesomeness cannot be matched in
any other coffee, nor be bought under
another name, or loose out of a bag, bin
or tin !
Do not let yourself be deceived by any
imitation, but demand the genuine, which
is sold only in
packages,
sealed, to prevent your being deceived
one-poun- d

and given something inferior for yonr
money and to preserve the coffee from
the contamination and handling to which
loose grocery store coffee is exposed.
We sell several hundrea
million:
pounds of coffee a year, and our business
justifies the employment of the men most
skilled iu selecting, blending and roasting
coffees. We can afford the best at the
smallest minimum of expense, and the
aroma and flavor of our skilled roast is
preserved to you intact, no matter where
you live, by the coating of eggs and
sugar that we give the coffee after roasting. This is the original "mother's"
process, patented by this firm. Were our
business smaller than it is, we could not
afford to give such coffee for the price.
You can buy direct from us if your
grocer will not supply that is, you can
buy ARIOSA Coffee but not furniture,
nor dishes, nor other commodities. We
give presents, 'tis true, but for sentiment, not for money. We will send you
ten pounds of ARIOSA in a wood box
from our nearest depot, transportation
paid to your freight station. Price will
be !$i .80 ; you can send express or postal
money order. The price fluctuates and
cannot be guaranteed for any period.
The $ 1. So pays for both transportation
and coffee there will be nothing more

'

The coffee will be in the original
wrappers, bearing signature of Arbucklc
Bros. ten packages, ten signatures
which entitle you to presents. New book
of the ninety-sevepresents in colors
free, if you write. Write for the l)ook
anyway, and see what beautiful and useful presents we give.
Address our nearest office, Box Dept.
ARIiUCKLE BROTHERS,
to pay.

n

Tl Water Stret-t- ,
New York City.
100 Virhiean Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Liberty Atenué and Wood Street, Plttiburi;ti, Pa.
South Seventh Street, St. Louia, Mm.

Our Great Clearance Sale is surprising many people who
drop in just for a look. We're well aware that there are
many buyers who look upon a special sale as a fake; a
scheme, or some sort of a trick of the trade.
Perhaps they have reason for their opinion?
Been trading at the wrong store.
It's this class of buyers that are surprised to find our
bargains honest bargains, and our goods just as we represent
them to be.
Boys' Shirtwaists, regular price
Special line Boys' Caps at 25c;
All Children's and Boys' Suits,
Special reduction of 15 per cent

421

4

IF
YOUR GROCER

The constant reference In newspapers lo ' Prince Edward oí Wales as
Prince Eddy has greatly annoyed
Eddy was the
Queen Alexandra.
home name of the lute Duke of Clarence and will for that reason never be
given to any other member of the royal family for many years.
Some time ago the queen sent to a
well known Journalist an intimation
to this effect which was Immediately
made public and has since been many
thins repelled lint apparently without effect, officially the eldest son
of the Prince of Wales Is Prince Edward, at home he Is called David but
it is not wished that the public shoukt
He will
adopt that name for him.
never In any circumstances he called
Prime Eddy by anyone about him or
by anyone who Is aware of the queen's
feelings In the matter.
Edible menus are the "latest novelty'' for smart dinner parties, where
the guests may eat their .bill of fare, as
e sweet at the end of the meal.

ITiese sweetmeat menus are thp Invention of Herr Willy, who Is said to
expert In
he the greatest sugar-Icin- g
the world. They are made of pink
marxlpan. and the lettering Is done In
7

--

'

on Trunks and Valises.

tEFTJSES TO SELL

ARBUCKLCS
ARIOSA

WE

LWILL

MANDELL

M.
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Fine Clothing and Furnishings

10 n

ifiECi

--

months, and have visited Germany,
Belgium, Holland, and now England.
Whim the work. Is finished the civilized world will have told iis story of the
Jew. it conclusively proves their fitness for the highest plane of
"When return to Russia, we shall
have a special debate In the doiima on
the Jewish question. I will put Into
the hands of our sympathisers all
these documents.
"Why Is Hussia the only country
where there Is a Jew ish question; and
in
why is this question
Russia a
Because the csai
bloody question1?
the government, and the law degrade
the Jews In the sight of the rest of
the people, and bo mark them out for
Slaughter, The Jew in Russia is an
outcast; he may not go to St. Petersn
burg, or Moscow; he is herded in
places and confined to certain
trades; and his children arc (branded
in the schools."
REMNANTS OF 11,1, KINDS OF
!HF,ss
WORTH VP TO 35
41 ts PFR VRI
CHOIOK VOW
-- !,
CENTS PER TARI), ft KM I 'FA- cei-tai-

The Soda Thirst

II. S. Lltbgmv

Rookbltujera

i

R tykes. Plows,
Lighting Hay Press

It has como mid wo were never
better able to entertain IL
Treat your throat at
our beautiful fountain.
f

FIGURE WITH PS
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O'RIKLLY'S SPECIAL
AMERICAN UEAWTY
CHERRY SISTERS
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Doctors, Law yers and Merchants.
Have your trade and professional
journals hound. Makes them so much
handler for reference.
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J. KORBER

Street and Copptr Avenue.
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O'RJELLYS

The Beer that is making Milwaukee Jealous

THIMBLE

Pilsener Beer

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

Co.

Journal building,

THY A GLASS OF MUNCHENER-MO- F W. L.
CO
HHAF UKElt AT THE WHITE
If LIVERY, FEED AND TRANSFER
ELEPHANT.
ST ARLES.
THE ALItt QI EHOt E HOWLING
ALLEYS AIM'. OPEN FHOM MORNFirst Class Turnouts at ReasonING UNTIL MIDNIGHT. TRY VOIR
able Rates.
HANI) AT BOWLING.
IT IS GOOD
Old Phone 2 COLORADO PHONE, Blk 93
EXERCISE. CARL HOLM AN, MGR. New Phone 122.

AUTOMATIC PHONE 292

THE ECONOMIST
i

Albuquerque's

Brightest and Best

Store
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THE DAYLIGHT STORE
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S

.
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25 per cent off.
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1'rlncesses, Duchesses, Countesses, as
editora.
The paper has over thirty editors.
In Society with a capital S., It was
clinic Impossible to have only one editor, so all the contributors have been
made editors and the heart readings
have been avoided.
Among these distinguished journalists are:
Princess Christian, the duchess ot
Somerset, Lady Victoria Manners, Susan Countess of Malmesbury, Dowager
Countess of Dudley, Dowager Countess of Cottenham. Countess of Lyttoh
Lady Archibald Campbell, Viscountess
Calway, Lady Montagu of Ueaulicu,
Lady Armstrong. Lady llenen Korbes,
Lady Atlgusla Pane, Hon. Lady Belli i;h;i in Hon. Mrs. Anstruther,
Hon.
Sybil Leigh. Lady Palmer, Lady Susan
Lady
Vcuke, The ltanee of Sarswak,
Broome, Princ ess Henry of Pless, La
Princes da Mesagne, the Márchese di
Conseullne and a dozen other persons
of less distinguished titles.
The vulgar public were considerately given an opportunity of seeing the
first number which was sold at Ihe
newspaper stands for a shilling. The
following numbers, however, are not
available except to yeurly subscribers
at fifteen dollars each, per yeur.
It Is currently reported that siren
tin' subscriben will be regarded with a
social microscope before their names
will finally be permitted to remain on
the subscription lists.
The new publication typographically Is a handsome affair but with
such a staff of editors the letter-pres- s
The seIs surprisingly disappointing.
crets of courts and the wonderful stories that the advance notices of the
publication lead the public to believe
were conto believe would appear
spicuous by their aibcsenco.
It is a curious circumstance that
(hough the name of Prliwess Christian
was Included in the list of editors her
name Is missing from Ihe rlrst number. It is believed that Ihe king ha.i
put his foot down on the princess'
Incursion Into Journalism.

.......

50c, reduced to 25c.
Children's Sailor Hats at 25c.

WHEAT BINDERS, MOWERS
the finest sugar Icing. Enclosed in a falling. At present it is $7.75 a square
Eighteen months ago it was
little, box, which is propped upright inc h.
by the siil of every guesra plate, the Í15.75.
The skin in question is a square inc h
edible menu Is an ornament as well as
of the outer covering of a Danish
a bounebouche.
rover whose career was cut short as
The hotels are reaping a harvest the result of an act of sac rilege. Tn
Never skin was sold at Stevens' auction
from Americans this yeur.
have the various hnstelrlex been so rooms in C'ovent Garden.
cramped for room as during 'be put
An antiquary present at the sale
few weeks.
Wealthy Americans who said:
''This Danish pirate king was
did not have Ihe foresight to engage Rayed alive for an act of sacrilege at
rooms ahead, have been wandering tiie church of Hadstock in Ksex. Afa
nt London for hours in cabs going ter his deatli strips of skin were fasfrom one hotel to another in a vain tened to the door of the church.'
At tlic auction one facetious individsearch for accommodations and have
finally been obliged to content then ual Inquired:
selves with rooms in some of the
"What price the skin of a Condemncheaper lodging houses of Bloomsbury ed Canned Beef Piruto was."
and Pimlico.
The auctioneer was unable to quote
The usual run of American million-airesar- e Usures,
in
of course
London bul never
III
hope of helping the unfortuhas the modesty of the American plu- nate the
.lews, M. SokOlOW, t he
tocrats
been so dominant as now. editor Russian
of two Jewish papers 111 WarTheir desire for inconspicuity is
Ogden Armour of the saw, is touring Europe to investigate
conditions of the Ghetto in other
beef trust, Edward Morris, of the the
same ilk. during their stay in London, countries.
M. Sokolow is now in London as the
crawled within their shells more comguest of a wealthy Jewish family, and
pletely than the snail.
William Rockefeller, of Ihe Stand- has given an interesting account of
in September, IMG, he
ard Oil. has bean circulating about his mission,
England, with sin h an intense desire took advantage of the liberal movefor oblivion that lie lias been masking ment among Russian statesmen, and
"I proposed
under an alias like some hunted per- went to si. Petersburg;
io Count Witte and other enlightened
son.
of
goverment,"
he says,
conmembers
the
Millionaires of all degrees and
ditions arc shunning Ihe glare of pub- "that they send to me lo ascertain
licity this year to an extent that has how the .lews of other nations han
won their liberty and how they have
ne' er hefore been known.
They go nowhere and w Ish to see no nsed it.
"I obtained from fount Lamsdorfr
one.
of American in letter of Introduction to the Russian
The
noambassadors and consuls abroad, retrust magnates: is one of the most
ticeable features of the London sea- questing them to attest the validity of
the records I should produce.
son.
-.
"I have been prosecuting my study
The price of pirate king's skin is of Jewish emancipation for seven

now has a weekly publication of Its
own. It is called the Throne and it is
with
publication
a most ornate
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NOTICE! NOTICE!
and Continuing for One
Will Have Our Great
Clearance SaJe.

On Monday, July
Week, We

16

Semi-Annu-

al

Wait For This Clearance Sale, for 'Twill Be the Sale of the Season
and It Will Pay You to Wait.
An excellent thing to be able to say at n Hinr when nab s are springing up all ver as If by inagte.
pliraw-N- ,
rat h cleulrr, no
From OM end of the tOWM o Ihe other the Public Is ussnlliyl with hldi-flow- n
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after
how
be
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Hum
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forget Ibal Pric e, wllluml houesly of Quality. OOCMti as for noth,
inc ls Just M Ihey un-- uiel whatever elulm we make nboul our

Watch Tomorrow's Taper
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Our Announcement

a Special Sate

of

of Misses'

and Women's Underbuear

liul don't
hold forth wttfa oiliest K rsiuislveii
ing. We tell you the uiihlitsed trulh we preMMit
deanwoe sale t un be eeailj wbstaltUated.
Clearance Mile icol anklng you lo wall for Hi"
Therefore, In calling our ntlt ilion lo our
UVOfca
your hcurtlCMt prulse, and brlii to um the largest volume of buHlnesk
HaM, re feel OOafldeat that It Mill
Ihe xloi-- bAa ever known.
mesh detallM of this groat sabi will be printed next Kuiitliiy morninc nnd tve Muggeml you read that adverClearance Salo.
tisement mill bt one amongst tiie many who will take advantage of Our I. rem M
Keml-Annu-
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per revelations as to how hei cokinlai
eni)lrc is administered. The novernor
Of the Cameroous. Uerr von Puttkam-er- ,

UBERKOSURPREE

i

has been exposed as
tyrant and
his ofn lal power tu
fnttfy h's unholy passions.
TO GERMAN POLICE This .candal has hriuirht w ith it a
rerular political foment. The colonial
otttaa denounces as traitors thoac who
have revealed ofncial secrets; while
the 'newspapers deny that tHe revela-- '
lions ame from within the denari.
ment.
Herr von Puttkamer,
of,
Many Anarchists Escage Vig- course.
Is bcinc Ihielded bv the hn- teaucrsxy from a too abrupt letting- and will quietly vacate his post
ilance of American Officers 'íown.
when the storm has blown over.
The colonial tlenart nient reeopnWes
that unless they hush up the affair as!
tnticn as possible it will lead to a
wholesale inquiry into their adminls-Iratlo- n
SLEUTHS FROM EUROPE MAY
and very nnpleaannt noBae- (luencex.
Wh it the bureaucrats fear
WATCH WOULD-B- E
ASSASSINS niol is the social democratic party In
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When Wllhelm II, was crown prime
his
Count Dietrich von
Hulean, was in love with General von
Lucadou s daughter, a pre tty f.irl .of
Bixieen,
Her parents objected to the
match on the score of her youth, und
this made both the young people very

!.

Mi

I'he prince learned what was depi taring the spirits of his aid. so what
do ?s he do but call on General and
Frau
i UucaUuu, armad with a
L'lllli
lit bououet.
He annoiinie
had come to congratúlale
in the betrothal of their daugh-Cóuvon guisen, "the best
law you could wish for."
Intervention of the prince
ll
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PAINT

SOLD BY THE GALLON
ÓVR. SMOKESTACK

PAINT WILL STAND 700 DEGREES HEAT

nit

CONTRACTS
TAKEN FOR PAINTING ROOFS,
Reference (work
done): Hunlng Warehouse, E. J. Post iv Co. Warehouse, Central School
Building, New Arinijo Building, Albuquerque Hotel. St. Vincent's Academy,
Casino Hall, Jalla Company's Store, Morning Journal Bldg., Masonic Hail,
Grant liuilditig. Whitney Co. Store and Warehouse.

JOHN BORR.ADAILE, Manager
117
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REV, J. c. ROLLINS, D. D Pastor.
The Sunday IchOOl meets prompt!)
ui of his wits because of Ihe many at 1: 41,
Morning worship at ll a.
thn At igalnst his life which are dal- in.. With sermon by the pastor.
Subly coming to his knowledge, has de- - ject. "A Look to
the Hills." The pub- eraed ho idopl the tactics of the kaisHi
is cordially invited to all services.
er by
tiding to Jail any of his sub- Bpworth League at 7 o'clock. Theme,
jects who dares to utter anything "The Grace of Brotherly
Kindness,"
may
which
be Interpretad as lege ma Leader. Mrs. Stephen Stevens. I'nlon
Jeste.
vi nuig services at the
reshyterlali
One man who recently remarked In church,
Dr.
Rollins win preach.
a cafe thai King Peter "was not lit Rtrangeri are made
welcome.
All
for mip h,"
II esnl to prison for sevseats free.
en years, another who expressed It as
his opinion that the king would
FIRST PRES BYTEi II A N CHURCH
be inked upon as a stranger In
(Corner Fifth and Silver Ave.)
mu-ill behind bars for Bvfl
Srvia.
s
RBV,
a. COOPER, Pastor.
years, nil unotln i who said that pct- Services at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m. In
er wai Inferior to any of the men at Ihe morning the pastor
will preach
the royal court must go lo Jail for four the first sermon In a series of four on
years.
The
Book."
Indestructible
The
One wonders what will happen to Ubjeota are as follows:
1. How We
the men who threaten the life of Dot tiur Bible. I, Who Wrote If.
King I'cti r, w hen these small offendI, Bos Much Is It Worth to the
ers are punished so hard and also World T 4 A Plea for the Study.
what th king will do In his loneliness
In the evening the congregation of
when he hiii have s nt all offenders the First Methodist church will Join
lo prison, fot ii is doubtful whether In the service held at ill o Presbyter-- j
there would be then left more than Ian church. Sermon by Dr. Rollins.
half a dozen people or so in Ihe whole Strangei - Wi h ome.
kingdom of Sol via.
c
á
CHRISTIAN CHURCH,
be (Corner Gold Avenue and llroadway.)
Bavarian
trains will soon
equipped W illi wireless telegraphy, like
nRNBrTT CRAWFORD, Minister.
The
baltlchlps or Atlantic liners.
Residence, 311 South Arno street.
minis) y of state railways has decided Services In the morning only at 10 and
of
on
M
some
onlgraphy
to liií'.il
in
ll o'clock,
Its trains to transmit signals and orCHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS.
experiwill
he
system
tried
The
ders.
Services are held each Sunday at
11 o'clock a. m. In the Woman's club
ment illy mi single track line.
Already there have been extensive rooms at the Commercial Club buildwdrcless ing, corner of Gold avenue and South
eañerlmente of
ti letri ipin ni ule by the General Elec-IricFourth street.
company of Berlin on some Ba
ST. PAUL'S LUTHERAN CHURCH.
in mails near Munich, and they
While the (Corner Sixth street and Silver Ave.)
havi entire!) successful.
one
was
of
on
EltNEST MOSfeB, Pastor.
minister for railways,
Sunday school at 9:30 a. m. Gerthe ni M I message was transmitted
to him from Merlin, 200 miles awn). man service and sermon at 11 a. m.
The ri eiv, r was nited on the lomo-tiv- e English service and sermon at 8 p. m.
Subject, "The Character of the Lord's
of the train.
Holy communion after Ihe
The apparatus to be installed will Supper."
permit, not only Ihe receipt of mes- morning ami evening services.
sages wlul' the train Is In motion,
but also trie sending of dispatches. HIGHLAND MinilODIST CHI'RCH.
(312 South Arno Street.)
Thn engineer Is notified that a mes-t- s
J. M. SOLLIE. Pastor.
to be sent by a bell signal, and
p, m.
Preaching at 11 n. m. and
a few leí onda later the signs appear
Morning subjoct. "God's Sovereignty
on a paper bund.
Instead of a mast for sending and Beclared." Subject for the evening
receiving, which i obviously Impos- hour, "Self Devotion." Sunday school
sible on m rnllroid. n number of very at 9:10 a. m 3. D. Emmons, superin
Senior League at 7 p. m.
sensitive points were fixed on ihe
tendent.
vertically, bv which mes- Strangers cordially Invited.
sages could be received and sent a disHaving bought out the Gilbert Milltance of thirty or forty miles.
During Ihe trluls It has been shown inery Co., I will sell the old stock rethat trains can be notified of danger gardless of cost, to make room for the
ahead ind stopped. If the expert- - new fall hats. Lauta M Lutz.
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FOR RENT Nine room house.
Modern conveniences. Inquire 507 S.
Second st.
T ÍR RENT Three nicely furnlsh"-erooms, lor, s. Broadway.
FOR RENT Tent furnished
far
housekeeping, near American Lumber
Co, plant; rent reasonable.
Inquire
corner of Seventh and Mountain road.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
housekeeping. 61 W. Coal ave.
.120
FOR RENT Furnished front room
with bath. 414 N. Fourth St.
j1j
FOR RENT Rooms and board. 00:1
X. Twelfth st.
J2S
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
housekeeping, $8 up. 417 W- Silver a t
FOR R L'NT. Fit rnished tent, $.00
per month. Apply 702 W. Coal.
tf
RENT.
FOR
Three furhlshed
rooms with modern conveniences. 213
South Arno.
tf
FOR RENT.
Three
furnished
rooms for housekeeping. 110 South
Broadway.
J13
FOR RENT
store room
on West Gold avenue. Address Box
d

100-fo-

ot

tf

138, City,.

FOR RENT Rooms for housekeeping. Corner of Sixth st. and Railroad avu.
FOR RUNT Furr.ished room. 512
N, Second st.
tf
FOR RENT
Furnished modern
house; also furnished rooms. Inquire
after 5 o'clock at 514 W. Coal.
tf
FOR BENT Storage room. E. V.
Fee. 602 S. First st.
FOR RENT
Modern furnished
rooms. 500 South Second St., upstairs.
W. V. Futrelle.
tf
FOR REN Y
Pleasant furnished
rooma at 315 8. Third st.
tf
RENT Furnished rooms bv
the dav. week or month, also rooms
tor light housekeeoing.
Mrs.
''laio'ng 1 a West Lead ave. Evatf
MALE HELP WANTED.
AGENTS "''WANTED Big money
made selling our trees. Write for
terms. Western Nursery Co., Denver,

for

1

Colo.

WANTED Ten men (or women)
each state, travel and distribute samples of New Baking Powder. Salary
$!0 to $60 per month and expenses.
Kxpcnse advanced. Enclose stamp for
contract. White House Supply Co.,
III.

WANTED Salesman
experienced
In any line to sell general stores In
New Mexico.
An unexcelled specla't.v
proposition. Commissions and $35
weekly for expenses. The Continental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, O.
'WANTED 'The Order of Washin
disdesires to employ first-clatrict managers. Men Who can produce' results can make good money.
The ( nder pays twelve different ways
and Is the best seller on the marker
Admits men and women on equal baPays weekly sick and accident
sis.
benéfits without carrying life insurance. For ourticulars address The Order of Washington, 612 Marquuni
bldg.. Portland, Ore.
ovor 15
WANTED Bright boy
years of age to learn the bookbinding
S.
&
Llthgow
H.
Co.,
trade.
Journal
ss

l

1 1 1

N.

FOR SALE Soda fountain. T. J.
Topham.
If
FOR SALE New and sacond-han- d
hne-'- es
at AlDuuuerau" Carriage Co.
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Furnished tent. 10tl
S. Broadway.
FOR SALE Fine
thoroughbred
Jersey cow, age 2
years, gives 2V,
gallons of milk a day. 422 N. Sixth st
FOR RENT Houses, furnished a i l
unfurnished; modern; also storerooms.
W. H. McMlliion, real estate broker,

Chicago,

.

I

V.

DENTISTS.
FOR SALE Young Jersey cow,
fresh. X. Fifth st., north of Mountain DR. J. E. KRa1fT
Dental Surgeon.
JIG
Road.
Rooms 15
16 Grant Block, over
FOB SALE Good saddle horse, 613 the Golden and
Rule Dry Goods comoanv.
Marquette ave.
Automatic Phone 272: Colorado.154.
FOR SALE Lot; cheap if sold at fc. J. ALGER. dTd. S.
ti denOffices: ArimMo block, onooalte Gol.
nice. 724 S. Second st.
Rule. Office
8:30 a. m. to
FOR SALE .small ranch, close in; 12:á0 p. m.: 1:20hours.
to 5 d. m. Auto-mal2 adobe houses at a bargain
If soli
telephone 402. Aioointments
at once. 123 S. Third st.
tf made by mall.
Office Closed Until July 23.
drop-hea- d
FOR SALE Singer
sewing machines. 3 and 4 Grant bldg DR. L. E. ERVIN
Dentist
FOR SALE. Horse, buggy and har
Auto
691.
ness, cheap. 702 West Coal ave.
tf Rooms 20 and 22,Phone
Whiting block, ever
Learnard and Lindemann.
gasoline
FOR SALE A
engine, all complete. J. F. Falmer,
ARCHITECTS.
r. 0
IT

uiii'v.mn

VV

V. O."

WALLINGFORD
Arc hi
Rooms 46 and 47. tcctf
Barnett Building
Both 'Phones.
, CIVIL ENGINEERS?"
J. R. FARWELL-'"- '"
"
Civil Engineer.
Pjflm 23L N.Tj. Armi lobu lid ln,
'
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3 TUlE ABOUT THE

BAR-

J

WE OFFER IN MEN',5
JTS. FACT 1.5
THEY ARE PRICED
O CHEAP WE CAN'T UNDERSTAND how
comes
any
LEFT ON THE TABLES To SELL. BUT THEN THERE
ARE A LOT OF FOLKS WHO DON'T KNOW WHEN
"OPPORTUNITY CALLS." THEN ABOUT DRESSING THE WHOLE FAMILY
THINK OF BUYING
ANY BOY'S SUIT IN OUR STORE, WORTH UP AS
HIGH AS $6.00 FOR $2.90. WELL, THAT'S A
FACT. AND MOTHERS' FRIEND BOYS' WAISTS,
AGES 4 TO 12, WORTH UP To $J.OO, ON SALE
AT 40 CENTS EACH. AND ALL BoYS' PANTS
(COME DOWN To THE KNEE ONLY) 20 CENTS A
LEG- - -- SEATS FREE,
AND ANY BoYS' STRAW
HAT AT 45 CENTS, AND MANY, MANY ANOTHER
BARGAIN Too MANY TO MENTION THEM ALL DURGAIN

it

ING

that there are

this monster green tag sale of ours.

RESPECTFULLY,
SIMoN STERN,
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER.

bldg,

Laborers, native and
WANTED
white, and all trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment Ofrico, 120 W. Sliver ave., at Elite
'Phone 879.
"
FEMALE 1IELPÍÍÁ'ntÉ)T
vfANTED Nurse maid. Apply Mrs
J. H. O RIelly. 224 N. Ninth street, "tt
WANTED Girl" for general housework. Apply from 9 to 12 mornings,
S09 Copper avenue.
If
WANTED
Saleswoman, young,
must be experienced, und be able to
speak Spanish. Attractive salary to
right person. Only partios with all
qualifications and capable need apply.
Write and send references immediately to the John Becker Company, Belén, New

Mexico.

'.s!mt ,,,
... r
Large bran and oat
sacks. E. W. Fee.
4
8. First
St. Mieessor to ClarkVllln Produce Co.

..ii-.-WANTED
.

WTAJf

,

60Z-60-

LOS

I)

Ladles llirlit it
,,i
Railroad avenue Wednesday. Return
to this office nnd receive reward.
LOST At Traction park Fourth if
July, diamond ring with three stones,
two diamonds and ruby Iturnter. Flu-(will receive suitable reward by returning to Wm. Hall. Traction park, or
LOST

.Morning

journal

orilcc

the street csr Satur
day afternoon, a girl's straw hat, ulsj
a pocketbook.
Journal office.
FOT'ND--

On

"

A.TBORDlÍTt&

City Undertaker.
or white hearse, $5.00.
Club Building. Auto telephone
i16 : Colorado, red 115. Albuquerque,
Mexlci.
Black

Com-qiercl- al

.JHKERIES.

BREAD. PIES AND "CAJCEDÍS
llvered to any oart of the city, wedding cakes a
guaranteed.
S. N. Balling
Bakerv. 207 Sooth Flr!t stréer Pioneer

A.
Real

FLEISCHER
Estate and Loans,

Fire Insurance.
Surety Bonds.

G

i

313

av.
a.QlJ8.m Railroad
L30to6p.jg,

Sgmfca

211 W. Gold ave.

lire-pro-

i

I

,

1

U

Contains no acid to rot the tin. AVill not run or crack. Will harden Under
water. A
paint. It will last longer than any other paint used,
and it is cheaper.

i

(Ser-ma-

Wagons and other Chattels: also on
PROFESSIONAL.
salaries and warehouse receipts, a
low as lie. 00 atid ss high as 1200.00.
ArnmrfKYB.
Loans are oulckly made and strictly It W. D.
"
ttttVi M
Time: One month to one
orlvate.
year given. Goods to remain In your
, Attorney at Law.
offlP m First National bank bullrt-In- g.
nosseseion.
Our rates are reasonable.
Albuquerque. N. M.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Kteamshln tickets to and from an
PHYSICIANS.
parts of the world.
nrt. n i. hitcto
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Hoom
N. T. Arlmljo Bldg.
Rooms 3 rnd 4, Grant Bids.
Tuberculosis treated with High
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Cun-en- t
Electrical
OPEN EVENINGS.
and Germl- d,T- Sílv
BOS West Ral. road Avenue.
irom 8 a. m. to
ihm-krralnenurse ln attendance.
FORJSALE.
,
,
H. WROTH
FOR SALE Riding and driving 'DR. J. Physician
and Surgeon.
horses, from 125 up; also buggies,
Albuquerque, N. M.
wagons nnd harness, C. V. Hunter,
DR.
J.
E.
RHfiVsnm
P road way and Copper avc.
Homeopathic.
Physician and Surgeon.
FOR SALE Set of the new Enc
.ggom n Whi ting Block
clopedla Americana, latest and best.
!
j i 7 DR. W. (I SH A im
Room 4
Barnett bldg.
Practice Limited
buggy.
FOR SALE Second-han- d
?ar- - No8e- - Throat
saddle and harness, also nice driving r, u ,EyeJ
and
for Santa Fe coast
pony. vv. H. McMiuion, 211 W. Uolü lines- - Office Aurlst
y,

nvo-hor-
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loon a happy young

According to the newspapers of
Denmark, which are unusually
on anything concerning Russia, the czar ll now Of) the
or the Pre.
has had se
crying, and
es lost conscious-dea- d
ness falling
faint. His
condition is
to he so serious
that his phi
do not leave his
side for a ti
If this is
reason to be
wonder that
r has at last brok-- .
en dawn ompleti
for the situation
in wiiii h he fjnd himself is almost
desperate. If he
d been allowed to
follow hll own mi I. he would surely
The student;, of Vienna university,
have resigned son line ago. and it Is
only his high MM
of duty towards who are mostly Impecunious to a dehis late father, v. i n he promised on gree, iiave learned with consternation
his de ithbed
h
In
would govern Of the possible closing Of the "Mensa
the restaurant where
to the lines laid Académica,"
by
down
liim. and U) Ills little son, who thes get their meals at cost price.
The price of provisions of al', kinds
is sometime to become his successor,
g'ilng up In Vienna, and It will soon
that he ha no! long ago given up the
hopeless fight of Ondina; a solution, 'he Impossible to supply the students
which at the sime time-wilsatisfy at the old rates. Partly supported by
the bureaucracy In power, and the resubvention
from the university
Hinds, and partly by public subscrip-- I
formers struggling for power.
The cssr has really shown much tion, the "Mensa Académica" makes
toon courage, physical and moral, no protlt out of the students whatever.
than anvone thought lie h id but now They arc supplied with meals at the
his nerves ,ie completely 'shattered bedrock price Of the raw materials,
and it is owing to the entreaties of the the expenses Of management, amountciarlna he has, si last, consented to ing to nearly 17,600 a year, being
go to her old home at Darmstadt this borne by the funds of the institution,
fall .,r mnplete rest.
These are now nearly exhausted and
'iUvv an many now, both here and a big donation is n led to save the
In Russia, win. believe that when the useful "academic table" for the us-poor students.
Ciar leave! Russia for the little
principality, he will have ruled
his last day as autocrat, for It Is an
Open secret that the grand dukes havo (Ubereto
Coday
made all preparations to form a
and either to send Nicholas to
some distan) palace or to a monastery CONGREGATIONAL AND BAPTIST
where he will probably en i ids days
(South Broadway, End of Viaduct.)
The reason for this U thai Nicholas
J. W. T. McNeil.
has la mi convinced that nothing
Sorvlcei at Congregational church.
ran iav i.
la bul the granting of a Sunday school at lo a. m., Prof, Hodg-In- ,
superintendent Public worship at
ii o'clock, with sermon by Rev, j. w.
T, McNeil, subject, "The Christian's
at no decision Hope." v. P. s. c. E. at 7 o'clock-iken by tiie Evening service at 8 o'clock. Subnlag meeting ject of eermon, "Christ Is All, and In
e Judgmeiii he All."
has expln
who win
FIRST METJIODIST EPISCOPAL
doubtiillv
ad- ed

É

W Mr

h

d bv h.

term m
priatinn,
DC kept

M

nI1 b

appro- - the

i

2

r;.aaaFfia

, opposition, and Kraulcin

null nrds ii f Vienna, exasperat-pa- y
ing to
43 per cent of
revenu b ni property tax,
nú.. i,, sale eviction of
thn
ant: unless
reduces
impost,
verybodv in Vienna
Uvea in a Mat, the taxes are paid by
the landlord.
The taxes are onstantly Increasing,
in suite of the protests of the land-- j
lords At last they have decided to
take drastic concerted action. They
have notified the minister of finance
of their Intention to get rid of all their
tenants if immediate steps are not ta- ken to reduce the taxes.
As soon as the Vienna Landlords'
union has gained the adhesion of all
.house Owners' associations throughout
Austria, which is considered essential
to the movement, every tenant of a
Hat In Vienna will receive notice to
quit, If by that time the property tax
still remains at its present llgure.
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Money toOrgans,
Loan
Horses.
Furniture. Pianos,
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PERSONAL PBOPEHTtr LOANS.
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Kaiser, at
attle, W ish did not com.
as a surprise to ihe Uerman authorl-tie- s,
who have long been aware of the
fact that there w re irlous groups of
nnnn hists in tin- u. i. i m
Mutes, who are planning to assassin
the ruler at th.
rmaii empire ai
that it I
the high govern
II would not
the German
out men to th
could keep an
rlous anarchist
Should the
ment, to si nd
to watch
indorsed by ti
course, not be

ALL CLASSIFIED AI yKHTISEMEirTS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

d

demonit rations apalnst the supposed
ir.nrors.
Ooraafey'i
failan as i colonia
power Mn never mo p evl lent than
now. when she Is in dved In serious
troubles in her thn c great African
(By Ma'coim birkc.)
possessions ( Serin in
East
Africa.
Berlin. July 14. -- "I am Informad iy German
southwest Africa, and the
a mm
In authority in lb roreian
ameroon
Is
it
feared,
Pttttkam ir,
f
department, ths
of a i is typlc.il
the Teut. nlc colonial of- -

anarchist

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Irtm,n

1

Trained Spies to Keep Tab on
Reds in United States,

.L

Fre-uuen- cy

the rclrhstriK. w hlch Is likely to aelM
on the Puttkamer affair and make the
coiiMtry riiur with ihe misdeeds of
of German colonial officials unless Its the
at-is diverted bv the counter-i- l
tentiofl

Discuss Sending

I RimiíFBAlre hi

my

loose liver, usin

Berlin Officials

nnnnrnM'p iinninn. tAn..

I

A

..

prevent collision.
.

I

á

ment on a large avala
are euccwmful
wireless telegraphy will be Introduce.!
on all slhglo-tra- ek
roaüs In Uerfaanv

TI
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2124 South Second Street,
Automatic 'I'hone 328.

FOR

I

SALE.

brick; bath,
cellar, electric lights cement walks
on highlands, close in.
$2.850
brick; bath, electric
lights, barn, shade trees; W. Tijeras,

close ln.
$2,000

new brick cottage;
Eighth st.; adobe outbuilding.:
$2,100
modern brick cottage;
bath, electric lights; good location.
$2,100
brick cottage; bath
electric lights; N. Second St.; $850
cash, balance on time at 8 per cent.
$1,850
brick cottage, good
lights, lot 50x142, in Highlands.
$2,100
brick cottage, well
built, N. Eighth street.
$4,000 Two good houses. 5 lots,
shade trees, room for two more
houses; close in; N. Sixth street.
$2,250
modern adobe, well
built, nicely finished, largo grounds.
Good outbuildings, trees und shrubbery. Fonth wnrd
$2,200
frame dwelling, on
cumer eiose in, 101 Y&X142, fine
shade trpps.
A fine piece of business property for
sale.
Some good ranches for sale close to
euy,
$2,600
brick cottage,
bath,
electric lights, barn, corner 'ot, 60s
142; N. Second street.
$1,300
frame, new,-- barn,
shade trees, city water, high location.
$2,000
frame cottage, bath,
etc.; S. Arno street.
$1,000
frame cottage, bath
electric lights, close In, easy terms'.
$6,500 4 double houses, close ln. Income $80 per month; a good Investment. Half cash, balance on time at
8 tier cent.
m
frame, bath, electrlo
lights, trees, ehrubbery. lot 75x142,
Fourth ward.
$1,300
frame, near ehope.
$2,700
frame dwelling with
modern conveniences; well built 8
Arno st
Money to Loan Dn Good Real Estate
St Low Kales of Interest
N.

$2,600--6-roo-

Territory of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo, in the District court.
Montezuma Trust Company and Sydney Eugene Abel, executors of Ihe
estate of D. J. Abel, deceased, Plaintiffs,

vs.

William Harper and Lou Harper, his
wife, and J. F. Harcourt. Trustee,
Defendants.
No.. 7136.
Notiee of Suit.
To William Harper and Lou Harper,
his wife, and J. F. Harcourt. Trustee, defendants:
You are hereby notified that a suit
has been begun ln the district
of Bernalillo county, New Mexco,court
by
the Montezuma Trust Company and
d"e
y,,EuSene Abel, executoro of the
il will
and testament of the estate
J',Ab,el' dett,fl8ed, against you
ui
defendants, for the purpise of recovering a Judgment against William
f0r,tt8 um of eight thousand
) J0"". Principal, together
with interest thereon from tho 3rd dav
of January, 1905, at tho rate of
per cent per annum and ten per eight
of tho amount to be found due, ascent
attorney s fees, provided by said noto to
no paid, and to foreclose
certain deed of trust, dated thethat
8rd day
of June, 1905, executed bv William
Harper and Lou Harper, his wife to
Trustee, recorded ln
Vol. 12, page 197 of the records ot
Bernalillo county, upon lot 13 In
block No. fifteen (IB) of the Now
México Town Company addition to the
City of Aibuquerque, New Mexico, glv.
en to secure the payment of said note
and for a docree, ordering the sale of
said property to satisfy, pay off
and
discharge the Indebtedness evldoneed
by said note, and also the attorney a
fees therein provided to be paid,
also for costs of suit; and that an and
order for sorvlce by publication has
been made ln said cause.
You are further notified
you onter your appearancethatInunless
said
cause on or before the Bth day of September, 1906, the nlalntlffs will apply
to the court for the relief demanded
in their complnlnt..
(Seal)
W. E. DAME. Clerk.
E. L. MEDLER. Attorney for Plffs.
Postoffice addross, Albuquerque,

ísn"

N. M.
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SANTA

select some of those choice

iBNAPiUk

SEEKING TO CUT OUT THE
BIG CURVES AND GRADES

Office

That the Santa Fe Railway company contemplates big changes In its
line through Arizona and also on the
"Peavlne" or Santa Ke, Prescott &
Phoenix line,
evident from the activity of tho rallwuy company's
In central and northern AriBLACK
zona. The woods arc literally full of
these surveying parties and their
presence has excited a great deal of
Hpeculatlon as to the real Intention of
the company. These parties .started a
RE
few month! ago in New Mexico and
have been steadily working west. One
in particular is now in the vicinity of
Williams and another is down on Bll
Williams Kork working toward Pies-cot- t.
Others are working farther GOATS BARRED

South Second Street

119

BIG ADDITION

T 0 MAKES IIS
:

1

rs

west .
The result of the survey work In
New Mexico is already evident in the
r thousands of
expenditure
dollars
near Bluewater and (.Iranís, raising

K

MESA

I

IB

110

id

TIE

EnfEHl

E

INTERESTING COMPARATIVE

HUGE SECTION OF ARIZONA

SCHOOL

FINANCIAL

the grade In some places nearly Ofteen
feet, straightening out some of .the
curves and gettinff the line out of
reach of the floods. Similar work In
Arizona is expected to immediate! v
follow the footsteps of the surveyors.
A new line around Thurston and Kingman canyons and radical changes In
the vicinity of Williams and Winslow
are expected to materialize. It is quite
probable that the main line of the
Santa Fe may bo also brought much
farther south and closer to Prescott.
(in the "Peavlne" steel bridges are being substituted for trestles, trestle are
being tilled in, the grade raised in
piares ami other improvements made.
Two or three more years and it is
expected the old Santa Fe line
through Arizona will not know Itself.
In the same length of time it Is expected the alignment and grades will
be so much improved that
the fast
trains will be cutting hours off their
schedules every day or so.

PUEBLO

WOMAN POSSESSED
OF EVIL SPIRIT
Assistant Marshal Kennedy yesterday took in charge the aleta
Indian woman who recently created
a sensation at the local
station by attempting to board a Pullman car and giving other evidences ol
a disordered mind. The other day the
tried to burn down the depot at Isleto, set lire to her own home. Betting
badly burned in the process; tried to
kill her child with a club and tried to
drown herself in the river. She was
committed to the county jail and will
be examined as to her sanity,
She
has practically
terrorized
the village and the natives believe she Is posessed of an evil spirit.
She is believed to have come originally
from LagUhn, whence she walked I"
Isleta and thence hen-- . She is a good
looking Indian woman but undoubtedly stark mad.
BAD WASHOUT NEAR WAGON

TRAFFIC

Over Three Hundred Thousand Acres
Withdrawn From Entry in Eastern
Portion

of

the

Territory.

The Morning Journal Bureau, 1
Pennsylvania Ave, N, W. I
u islnngton, July 11.
Hy presidential proclamation nn nd.
dition to the Black Mesa forest reserve
pi Arizona h.1.1 been reated, comprising about 370.000 acres ami located
In Graham county between the White
Mountain Indian reservalion nl Ari
zona and the Gila forest reserve ol
New Mexico directly north of .the mining town, Clifton, which la connected
i.v railroad with the Southern Paeifh
at Lordaburg, New Mexico. The country Included In the addition is
rough, full of precipitous hills
and neahj ami Intersected by narrow
canyons.
There ,,rc practically no
true valleys in an agricultural sense,
Is
nor
there much soil among the
rocks almost everywhere exposed
streams, usually Intermittent, havoThea
rapid" and destructive run-o- ft
the
severe storms of the region,after
which
oxten have the nature of cloudbursts
rhe climate of the addition
from from the dry and warm varies
arid
region of (he southern
part to the
cooler northern portion or higher altitude and proximity of mountain ranges to the north. The forest
cover may
be' said to be scant, and to have it's
chief economic value as a protection
cover to prevent in so far as possible
the disastrous Hoods Which have but
recently caused tremendous loss or
properly to the mining industry
present the forest Is inadequate as Ata
protection cover, making it necessary
to restrict cutting, especially along water courses, to prohibit
grazing of
goats In the reserve, asthe
they destroy
he young growth on which reproduction depends, to make plantings where
it is feasible.
The industries
the
region are mining, grazing, and of
cutting. The area to the south wooda the
second largest copper producing section in the United States, one mine being the third largest Individual producer in the country. A forest cover
Hi it would tend to prevent
or at
least to alleviate their floods
destruction
WOUld be of immense advantage to
the
i" "nenies,
tor m the past
year they suffered losses
amounting to
nearly ififio.OOO from this source. The
cattle interests are In strong support
of the new addition because it will
mean to them a conservation of the
grazing areas, more than all, the
exclusion of gnats fmm the range, a step
that must be taken, lince the latter In-lot irreparable Injury on the young
growth on which reproduction
depends. Tn order not to work too great
B
hardship upon the owners of goats
II is proposed to
allow them to remain
for one year and after that to reduce
the goats by
h
of the original
number each year so that In five years
none would remain and ample Opportunity would have been given their
owners to dispose of theni without
loss.
Naturally the goat raisers are
apposed 'o the reserve and a certain
amount of opposition may come from
the householders of the towns whose
fuel wood, because of restricted cuttings will be made somewhat more expensive.
The lumbering
operations
are almost all fuel cuttings, with some
large timber taken out. though the
mines, generally, uro timbers that are
shipped In, and use coal for fuel. Taken altogether then, the addition will
bo of signal benefit to the people of
the region, mainly as a protective cover to prevent Hoods, also to conserve
the gra&ing. and. eventually, to give
an Increased fuel supply, though at
first this will be restricted
122U
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STATEMENT

Superintendent a. b. Rtronp of the
county schols lias prepared the following comparative
statement ol the
financial condition of the various districts of the county tot the years IS06
when 'iüela via Vigil ceased to he superintendent, and the present year. The
comparison is very enlightening in
that it shows how much It should cost
In run the county schools and how
much it did cost when the festive
'Slavic held forth in the county.
In the following table "Red" of
course refers to overdrafts, something
that appears to have been' quite a
prominent and favorite feature of the
bookkeeping system of the past re-

05

(

Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
lied
Red

r.s.ir.

$

t!2.(!fi

473.97
111.0

93.14

1

Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red

rted
Red

4
r.

5.85

4
4

12B.05

7
3
3
9

57.13
47.37
2. 758. 19

iaa.fi

Red 12. fio
144.37
100.36

88.2S
32.43
144.89

271.

in. 39

4 vr.
3

7

4fi.S!l

3 7. 3 5

Red

14.54
SI. 54
25.51

lo.iii

.79
7.52

8.10

Miss Laura M. Lutü has

A

New Discover--

Don't Be Backward.
Do not hesitate to ask for a
sample of Chamberlain's stomach
Liver Tablets. We are glad to
them to anyone who is troubled

free
an
give
with

biliousness, constipation, or any disorder of the stomach. Many have MM
permanently cured by their use. For
sale by all druggists.

4
'

MORNING

Nest Eggs kill Hoe in
nest. Sure preventative. E. W. Fc
s. First st. Successor to Cturk-vlll- e
Produce Co.
g

O2-U-

SPECIAL INSTRUCTION

IM

A Counter Sales Hook.
an absolute necessity In a retal!
business. We can furnish them now
at prices that will appeal to the trad.
H. s. Ltthfuw i Co.
Journal building.
Bookbinders
Is

FEE'S GOOD COLD HOOT BHBII
AT WALTON'S DSVG KTOlJE.
STAGE TO JKMIifc SPRINGS.
to
Is prepared
The undersigned
make trips to and from the celebrated

MEMBE

lio

KPKINGS.

BOTH PHONES

THE GREAT IMPERIAL

ENCYCLOPAEDIA
DICTIONARY AND ATLAS

SED BV A GERM,

,

The Largest, Best, Latest a.nd Cheapest Reference Work in America
28,000 Pages
40 Volumes
7,000 Illustrations
It is

convenient

workable.

It provides you the latest informationaccurate, fair, clear, concise. J It includes all dictionary and encyclopaedia wordstheir dirivnt on. pronunciation and defination. J It covers
every department oí the world's knowledge, describing minutely every subject in history,
biography, geography, science, art, medicine, law, commerce, industry, chemistry,
botany, agriculture, engineering, language, mathemalic?, religions, music, drama, etc.
in size

making; it

1

KNIGHTS

i

PICNIC

1

parchas

OF

COLUMBUS
IN

40 Vols. Free

BEAR

.,t

the Gilbert Millinery

RAINBOW SOCIAL.
Kpworlh leaguers of the Highland
M. K. church invite the people tO come
to the end of the rainbow, at Thirteenth and Mountain Uoad. Tus.l.
evening, the 17th, ami get the bug
g'dd. The gentlemen are requested of
to
bring their thimbles. There'j some-thi- n
In
rich
store for them.
MORNING JOURNAL
WANT A I IS
TIRING RESULTS.

CANYON

TODAY

ON 6 DAYS

The members of the local lodge of
the Knights of Columbus, accompanied by ihcir families and friends,
leave this morning for Camp Olenooe,
In Bear canyon, where they expect to
spend the day communing with nature and citing a big layout of good
things which has been prepared in
the way of refreshment The part)
Which is i xpected to number all tokl
over eightv persons will leave- - early
this morning and return by moonlight. The Knights of Columbus are
royal entertainers and when Ihcv set
out to have a good time It Is an as
sured fact that they will succeed.

.

OVR. PLAN....

FOR 30 DAYS ONLY

We will send you (express prepaid) a set of THE NI'.W
III vilk 1 in nllhn. II...
IMPI'IMM.
II. ...I
Half Morocco blndlryt, Examine them at your leisure. If satisfied, send us Í3.00 and J3.00 per month until you have paid us In full. If not satisfactory, retu in them at our expense. The examination costs you
nothing. This oiler is made solely to increase our In trodin lory list of BUlMOlUMM, and the prices quoted In
coupon (representUpaj a discount of fit) por cent) are the actual opal of manufacture and transortatlon.

M. BERGER

A PEW EXPERT OPINIONS.
I find myself constantly consulting It. It deserves all the pood
things that are being said sbout it. Henry Wade Rogers, l.l.d..
Norlliviostcni University, KuimsKhi, III.
Its form and size arc most convenient. Its range is very wide.
The statements, discussions and presentations are comprehensive,
Henry ;. Weston, President Croier Tlteotoglcal seminary.
si urate,
1 am particularly
well pleased with the clear, concise manner in
which it treats of Belén tifia nnd Philosophical subjects, KlvlnR full
presentation of topics within :i small compass in language that ran
lie conijtn bended by the ordinary
reader. Henry 1. Fnicrson,
Superintendent f Public Bcboote, Buffalo, New fork,
I know of no work of similar character which I would willingly
,
accept in Its
'l iee.
I
.lames M.
Ohcrliii

Wholesale Hour and Feed
i) K A L E It

Empress, "Moses Hest," "Gold Peal,"
"Blanco," "North Star" nnd "Mountain Hose" Flour at wholesale.
Kansas and Native Hay, Alfalfa,
Oats, H.nrley, Corn, Corn Chdp, Wheat,
White and Red Bran.
Hex Stock and Poultry Pood.
Manhattan Stock and Poultry Food.
Crushed Oysler Shells,
Chicken
Bone, Beef Scraps, Native Salt and
other Stock and Poultry Food.

Ill W. Copper

APPROVAL (PREPAID)

IIAUIUNGTON

& CO.,
No. I I
131 W. 31st St.. New York City.
Please send me, free, for Inspection

a set of the Imperial Encyclopaedia,
Dictionary nnd Atlas.
If satisfactory, I will remit $3.00
after B days' examination, and $3.00
per month until paid In full.
English Buckram. SIHI.OU; (40 vols.)
Hair Morocco ....$48.00; (40 vols.)
If not satisfactory, I will return the
hooks al your expense, as soon as I
receive shipping Instructions from
you. Title to remain In you until all
payments are made.

rail-child-

Ave

--

4 OATS

I

College,
My family as well as myself are math pleased; the size of the
volumes is so much more convenient for handling than tho large
and heavy volumes of other cyclopaedias. U. II. McElroy, Ph. I.,

0AT5

IS FULL OF ODD AND CURIOUS
THE WORLD
. t.
an
Ihern. mnu
ka tkn.n
U..
m
muse .wuu
lldVC?
ihj ami uv
r"F"1
not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns

IV, Adrian COUt'RV, Midi.
In all respects answers my expectations comprehensive, accurato
and conipact. Prof. Day, Yale University.
1).

.

!

Name

-

J

Street
Town

Draw line through binding not wanted
i

THE GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
Again we inaugurate this great sale under the most favorable conditions, and we expect to nearly double the selling of any previous
event. All broken lines of seasonable high-gramerchandise will be disposed of at this sale, at a great saving to you.,
de

Any Infor-

Men's Outing Suits, sold from $7.50 to $16.00, at
TWENTY PER CENT DISCOUNT
Men's Business Suits, sold from $12 to $27.50, blues and blacks reserved, at one fifth off regular prices
Broken lines in Men's Shoes; $3.50, $4 and $5 grades. Sale Price
$2.50
Men's
Shirts Cluett, Monarch and other well known brands, worth $125 and $1 75, at
90c
Men's Hats, hardly two alike, all worlh $2.50 to $4.00. Sale Price
$1.50
All
All

STORAGE.

High-grad- e

GOING AWAY THIS SUMMER?
Plniiiw, Moves, furniture, etc.. stored
safely. Rules reasonable. The
Warehouse and Improvement
Co. Offices, Grnnt block. Uolli phones.

.

Don't Delay Select Your Goods Today

Special dlnnor at Camp Olonco.
Hear Canyon. Sunday 12 to 2 p. ni.,
Supper. 5 to 7 p. m., ."fie. Music.
f.Oc.

F. H. MITCHELL
SCAVENGER

Office: Cor. Second uad Coal
'
Auto Phone
Colo, l'bone W

ICE

FIRING K"EST7LTS.

one-llft-

mation desired can be secured from
George H. Moore, No. 118 West F.all-roaavenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.

CITY

manufacture

ltl(.

VOKKNOON GIVEN TO LAD-IK- S
TO liEAKN TO
DKSIK1NO
HOWL. AT THE ALUtTQUERQtK
ALLEYS,
US W. GOLD
BOWLING
U K. CAlUi HULMAN, MANAGER.
Till.:

NOTHING BUT

JoritNAL

WANT ADS

3

Co. She has been with the Gilbert
OOmpany for several seasons and l
well known to the ladies of
city
as thoroughly competent to the
handle
any class of work.

Auto. Phone 626.

-- we

faint.

for him to.

II

Train No. 7. from the east will not
leave Albuquerque until probably six
or seven o'clock this morning. The
train is running In two sections, The
lirst section arrived thirty minutes
late and the second section at last
was expected in Albuquerque
about 5:30 a. in. Section No. 2 wa
delayed by a bad washout in the
track near Wagon Mound, north of
Las Vegas, where a heavy storm took
place yesterday.

Company

- The Crystal

3
3

133.43
350.88
9.02
40.23

111.C7

J

That Kills the Germ
ninl Prevents Hairiness.
'00
rtÜtrfy all of the hair prepaPretty
3 rations for
dandruff have some merit
4
In
tying Helling of the scalp, anl
4
in being a (airly good dressing for th
S
hair, but there Is only one that recog5
nizes
causes
what
dandruff,
4
falling hair, and baldness, and thai
7
destroys the cause, a little germ and
8
that Is jtewbio's
Herplolde. This
4 germ
cats Its way Into the scalp, It
5
digs up the scalp into little white
7M scales.
Unless it Is destroyed there
no permanenl stopping of falling hair
and cure of dandruff and baldness,
Newbro'q
kills the germ.
"Destroy" the cause, you remove the
effect. "
Sold by leading
druggist I,
Send 100 in Stamps for sample ta
The RerplcHle Co., Detroit.
Mica
o
1!. H. Bring: K Co., Special Agents.

30.:!5
1.71

72.33

f

4

49.86
24.94

i3.r,r.
82.34

the business

8
4

fii.fia

8

24.2fi
0. 04
1.67
27.01

3M.70
Red
Red

189.98
30.32
1.03fi.l3
9.31

caí

Ice

"!

the ticket when Houston called later
and asked if there w is anything for
him.
His Suspicions were aroused,
however, and he asked the supposed
Lynch to get someone to identify him,
Lynch or Houston got a pressman
named Crane to identify him. but
while he was hunting up Crane the
telegraph Office discovered the for- gery. An officer was sent to the ticket
orílco and arrived Jut In lime to arrest Houston upon his return.

Months
Taught

Balance
Balance
July. '05. July. '08.
nisi.
$
Not
rented.
23.40

Bend)
tal,
Í'nOCURED AND
r, ,r Of FENDED.
ctwi l miuvli nnd fr. v rei. nt.
Frvo arirkv, li.iw t obtain (Unta,
mark.
Wriíhtucte., N
COUNTBIES.
ühsíh.'., ,i,reri iñthAlL
Wasklmglom taxes Hmr.
money an often the
Patent and Infrlngumunt Practice Exclusively.
rito or imiih! to us nt
IS Math Stmt. opp. tTntUd Statu PatMit Offlci,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Jit

transportation

DANDRUFF

Í

NO INTEREST

Patronize the Old Reliable

0Í

Hillings, atenta tin. plead not guilty before Judgo ,1'i .tw lord yesterday al'ter-- J
noon ana was bound over to the grand'
jury in the sum or 1260. He failed to
give bond and was committed to Jail.'
Houston says oe was Intoxicated when
he faked the telegram, which purport1'
ed to instruct the local agent to furnish one J. P. Lynch with a ticket to!
Hillings, Montana, and $28 In cash.'
Agent Kouls was about to turn ovei

gime.

Statement

nil

mi

m

G. W. Houston, alias .1. P, Lynch,'
who was arrested
for forging the
name of Cloneral Passenger Agent J.I
Council of the síunta iv to a telegram

ordering

FROM

7

First National Bank Building

BRAND

.

Uee-Killiii-

the

in

AT FROM $25 to $150 PR LOT; $5 DOWN, $5 PER MONTH;

Parties at Present

FE

lots

50-fo- ot

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

Woods Are Full of Surveying

CZY

PAGE FIVE

We are still quietly working on the Street Car proposition to the
UniversitCI If we fail in one plan we have two
others, but it will probably be September 1st before it is settled.
In the meantime better

iHG CHANGES III

BELIEVE

MORNING JOURNAE.
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WEST GOLD
AVENUE

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122 S.

SECOND
STREET

m
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THE ECONOMIST
Semi-AnnuOur
Clearance Sale
Hosiery

Clee.re.rvce of

Clexea.nce of Ribbons, Etc

Women' av Kn.-- y Rl,-- k ami Tan How. at
12Hc
Womeo'a aw Kill Top mid Plain Tup Black Hum
WowD'a Jh- - Black. Tan and While I .ace LUIe
86c
Monien'l'ttc Outsit Hlark Lace Hum
96c
Known 's 75c Opera '.rustrí Black Ho
0Oc
Women's He Muck Hum-- , embroidered lnatep
60c
lseV & Blark
LMr Me. to i loaa
86c
Children'" Ac No Mend Linen Knee Black Hoaa
36c
Children's So Ironclad Hoie. black, umall atieaoulf 12HC
Children' American Bur A Olrl Blk Una, all alien 13HC

anoolt; net all colorí. tAwhit
Baby Ribbon.
...jK...
we have at. Per spool
100 pieces of Plam Me&saJInc Ribbons,
alto lane Persian and Warp Print, &H Inches wide, per yard
Unen Back Blk Velvet Ribbon. 10yds to the piece
Silk Initial Japonette Handkerchiefs. 3 for
3 for
children's Col'd Border Hdkfs. hemstitched,
Women's Lace and Embroidery Trim'd Handkerchiefs,
hemstitched, only worthy kinds sold hire. 3 for
Black Patent Leather Belts, all size

Albuquerque's Brightest crvd Best Store

Hoc

26c
26c
26c
lOc

i

26c
lOc

al

The Greatest Sale Albuquerque Has Known This Year Begins Monday, July 16th, and Continues Six Days

Clearance
2

0

l
0

0
M
01

I

r

of Underwear

HE tremendous amount of

comparatively short time in which we have to sell it are the reasons for the most

Women's Sleeveless Corset Covers, each
15c
Women's Umbrella Unfon Suits, sizes
Mo
each
Women's White Lisle Vests and Pants, each
25c
Women's Mercerized Silk Vests, regular $1.25 vulue. Ht ....Tie
Chllgren'i White Ribbed Union suits, each
2V
Children's Ribbed Vests, all :il.es, each
10c
Women's Tin kul ami Hemstitched Muslin Drawer, pair
1WV
Women' Nightgowns, special at
91.75, 91.00. 7V and 5h- 92.01). 91.50. SI. 00. 7V ami 50c
Women's Skirts, special at
Children's Rompers. Special Sale Price
40c
25c-Children's Cingham Apron DrCSSes, each
Women's Fancy Trimmed BwtM Aprons, worth $1.1111.
IV
.

.

.

values

In

and is Marked at a Price Very Much Belotó Its

.10
25

Children'! Caps, for

All Sunbonnets, worth up to 35c. at

Hundreds of odd pieces in WomenVWearijiApparel

is

tfowerf tor trimming purposes, worth up to $1.00, at
regular selling p rices.
Women's Inii k Hats at one-haWomen'- - Trinuned Hats, as follows
2 to la $.i 60 values for
$3.50 to $5 99 values for
Jf, 09 to 19.(9 values for
ili SO to $7.50 values for
$T
to 110.00 values for

25

Clearance of
v Notions v
CNamolM

k

3

8
tu

I
p

Window

1"

No. 00.

le

No. 0
No. I.
"

1''

iiíilíívj

n

g

Skirts worth up to $3.00, go at
$1 U
Skirts worth up to $3.50, go at
91 l)H
Wash Suits and Skirts, worth up to $4.50, go
92

t.

No.
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No.

.V

I.

Wash Suits,
Worth up to $7. Till,
.

Ko

at

941.35

4.
Cloth Suits, Wash Suits, Silk Petticoats
Wool Skills
and Wash Skirts, worth up to
10.00, go at
....95
N". :.. Cloth Suits, Wash Suits, silk Petticoats and
Cloth and Wash Skirts, worth up to $10 50

V
!

No.

.v
V

I.

Telephone as

advertised.

well

Warren's
Featherbone

s Mtlt Orders carefully and promptly fitted.

Suits Coats, Skirts Petticoats

HE force of this mighty Clearance Sale will impress itself
upon you the moment you enter the store. Of particular
interest to you and your friends will no doubt prove the
clearance in the
Section, for in this most important department we have slashed prices far below cost of
manufacture. We have lot numbered every article on our
r

second floor, and this stock consists if Wool Suits, Silk Suits, Wa.sh Suits,
Petticoats, Silk and Cotton Wrappers. Long and Short Kimonos and Curtains.
Every article has a lot number, and In convenient places throughout this
floor price lists will be hung, and every article will huve their original price
tickets on, showing that there will be no juggling with the prices here

all

go in

5c
5c

V
5c

.''

Lot No.
Lot No.
Lot No.
Lot No.
Lot No.
Loi No.
Lot No.
Lot No,
Lot No.

fresh

goodf,

too

no

soiled,
spreads that must go
to the laundry before you can
use tham
Nots,
below how
WS'VS priced them:

shop-wor-

$0

n

Spreads
$1 90 Bed Spreads.
II
Bed Spreads.
11 10 Bed Spreads.
71 Bed Spreads.
$2 00 Bed Spreads,
$
"a Bed Spreads,
$3 mi Bed Spreads.
J 10 Bed Spreads .
14 .00 Bed Spreads.
IK .1111 lied Spreads.
11(1
Bed Spreads .
'

Bad

.

I .75

.

.Hit

lalll
1.95
1.50
1.7 i

1

2.1--

styles.

Ktork and Windsors
The new itylx of Kmbroldered Rnd Wlndors, nlno new
styles of Peter Pan Stocks In
Piques snd Figured Linens.
The very latest In Women's
Neckweur, 54k', 35c and 25c
aasHt

Lace Collars A ClienilHettcs
Chemi
A bis line of new
settes and Lace Collars to
pick from at on half regular
selling price.

.

to $2.50

Gloves

hit Double Tipped

Regular CC
Silk Gloves.
value; also White Lisle Gloves
7&c value. Clearing Hale Prlc
99c ' lu ll

Hand Baga ami Pocket Hooks
Only a few of aeveral stylet,
out many styles to pick from.
Wurth up to ti on Clearing
gale prices Sftc each.

9.

10.

2..-.::

1,11

Q I JV G H A M
Dress styles In stripes and checks, regular selling price all over 10c a yd.
60 pes to select from. Sale Price. .0o
.

Clearance of Curtains
During this sale we desire to
out our entire stock of
Lace Curtains, and as a consequence have made some very
radical reductions. Note the
prices we quote:
Lace Curtains, $1.50 to $1.75
values, at, per pair
Lace Curtains, $2.00 to $2.50
values, at, per pair
91.00
Lace Curtains, $3.00 to $3.50
per
values, at,
pair
93.4S
Lace Curtains, $4.00 to $5.00
values, at, per pair
93.48

Wash Goods worth up to 8 Vie
Clearance Price
Lot No. 2. Wash Goods worth up to 12V4c
Clearance Price
Lot No. I, Wash Goods worth up to 20c
Clearance Price
Lot No. 4. Wash Goods worth up to 25c
Clearance Price

a yard.
5c
a yard.

SVc

a yard.

lie

a yard.
15c

Shirt Waist Silks and Plain Colored
worth up to 60c the yard, per yard

Lace Specials

All-Ov- er

The largest line In the west to pick
from.
Ni t.
Venice,
Silks, I)rss Nets In blacks!
colored figures on white, pinks ami
blues,
worth up to $7.6H a yard.
Divided In to four lots, us follows.
a.Vc. 50c. 75c mid si. on a yard.
All-ov-

All-ov-

AH-ov-

CHIFFONS Plain and accordeon
Chlfofna, all colors, also blacks and
white, selling rogulnrly at 76c a yd.
Sale Price, per yard, only
50.-

-

Tussah Silk, Itajah Silk.
where at $1.00 and $1.25.

wide, sold
Sale price per yd

every-

05c

Crepe De Chene, all shades, regular
value $1.15 per yd. Sale price the yd.....
title
Fancy Woven and Printed Jap Silk, worth regular 76c
the yard. Sale price per yd
,
500
All-sil-

k

Remnant Table Specials

Black Silk Specials

MPFItK

h

pers,

h

36-In-

Taffeta. Sale price per yd
l0c Rlack Taffeta. Sale price per yd
$1.00 Hlack Taffeta. Sale price per yd
K5c Hlack

59c
59c
75c

Our entire stock of Table Linens, of which
there Is none better In the west, divided Into
lots as follows for easy choooslng.
Lot No. 1. was 26c; Hnle Price
IV
19c
Lot No. 2. was $5c; Hale Price
99c
Lot No. 3. was 40c; Hale Price
99c
Lot No. 4. whs 60c; Hale Price
White Table Linen.
49c
Lot No. 6. waa 90c; Bale Price
9V
Lot No. (. waa 96c; Hale Price
gV
Lot No. 7. was $1.00; Hale Price
Lot No. 9. waa $1.26. Hale Price. ... 91 (Ml
i.oi No. 9. waa ILEO; Sale Price ....Í14M
gl.9
Lot No. 10. was II. TI; Rale Price
$1.75
Lot No. 11. waa 19.95; Sale Price
Lot No. 12.

TM$1

waa 12.76; Bala

IOONOMIST

WHITE APRONS

s,

1MBKELLAS
size, covered with a good qualiOne hundred Umbrellas,
ty of Gloria; an assortment of ten styles of handles; best Paragon frames. These are actually worth up to $2.00 each. Clearing Sale Price
.91.00
26-ln-

Clearanceof Corsets

Table Linen Pemnants
from the spring
business and saved up for this big
clearance sale. All go at about one-hatheir former prices.
An accumulation

lf

ROPE POKTIKKRKS Only about
ten pair of these handsome hangings left. They come In all colors,
and during this clearance sale they
all go at one-hathe marked prices.
WRITING PAPElt Hoxes of Writing Paper containing twenty-fou- r
sheets of good paper and 24 on.
vclnpes. Special, per box
9T
HOOKS

pictorial

story

Rooks for the little folks,

alphabet,

hlstor'es,

and

books by well known authors
Choice of our large assortment at
one-ha-

lf

Odds and ends of W. C. C.
Corsets, lines we are not going to carry any more; small
sizes only. Worth up to $2.00
2V each

Lawn Raby Bonnets
stock to make your
selections from, selling regularly at 35c for Embroidered
Lawn up to $3.00 each for
Hand-mad- e
Concerts. All go
at one-ha- lf
regular selling
price.
A big

Bibs
Infants Bibs, a big variety
to choose from, over 60 styles
from the plain feeders to finest Handkerchief Unen and
Silk Bibs. Choice of these at
one-harggular prices.
lf

the regular prices.

Belt

Price...

gS.on

India Linen Specials
Lot No. 1.
No. 2.
Ixit No. $.
Lot No. 4.
Lot No. 6.
Lot No. t.

Iit

Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.

Clearance of Towels

10c goods; Hale price., go
12 4c goods; Sale price 10c
16c goods; Hale price
20c goods; Sale price.. I go
26c goods; Sale price. .20c
35c goods; Hnle price., 95c

Kai Kal Wash Silks
No. 1,

per yard

German Valo Lace

Fifty Pieces New Oermiin
delayed In arriving on
regular business, hence
clearance prices, at per
These are worth about 16

iv

Vakt. Ijiccs,
time for our
they go In at I.'
yd. V. 9
luv
per ct. more.

TrtS

BOONOMI9JT

ClcaürgLiicc of Napkins

41

,

.

13x22

Ifl
Inch, frlngi-- ends, per dos
Cotton Towels, hemmed ends, sire 13x22,
per
50c
dos.
regular value 60c; sale prlee
Helfast Huck Towels, hemmed ends, red
per
price
14x24;
sale
sUe
dos 6V
borders,
Crashes
Cotton Crash, 16 Inch wide, all white, herring-bone
finish; sale price per yd. . . . 3c
Irish Huck Crash, 16 Inches wide, regular
8c value; nale price per yd
9c
Tnhle cloth-Rendy-to-ITs- e
Table Cloths, fringed, hem
med and hemstitched. In all sixes, all
white and with colored borders. These
have all been reduced 26 per oent, and-yocan buy a table cloth at upwards
,
7V
from
d

Itc

All we have left of these Jap Wash Silks,
worth 60c; Clearance Sale price-- Lot

at special prices, sise

Cotton-Towel- s

5

........

J

Clearance of Lmciu

I

Reduced to clean up the stock, and divided into lot numbers,
as follows, for easy choosing:
Lot No. 1.- Values up to $3.00, Sale Price
91.50
Lot No. 2. Values up to $4.00. Sale Price
2.50
Lot No. 3. Values up to $7.50. Sale Price
3.50
up
4.
No.
to
Lot
$10.00. Sale Price
Vulues
500
Children's Parasols likewise reduced and divided Into lot num-bereat
91.00, 75c and 50c

lf

All
lli-ris where your money will do triple duty.
remnants of wool dress goods and all remnants of silk
selling up to 76c the yd, go at 25c per yard.
All remnants of wool fabrics and nil remnants of silks
aelllng up to $2.00 the yd, ro at 50c, In these remnants
you will find Broadcloths, Lansdowire, Silk and Wool
Dress Fabrics that will pay you to buy snd hold until you
want to use them.

2

Parasols and Umbrellas

Lot No.
Wash Goods worth up to 35c a yard.
19e.
Clearance Price
Lot No. 6. Wash Goods worth up to DOc a yard.
25c
Clearance Price
Lot No. 7. Wash Goods worth up to 75c a yard.
Clearance Price
..39c
This List Includes all Our Fine While Goods und F.verj
Piece of Wash Goods in the House. None arc Kcservcd.

such as
shadow check, plaids, Mohairs and Tweeds, very
neat and serviceable, divided into three lots for easy
choosing as follows:
At 25c the yd. Goods worth up to 60c. Sale price. .25c
At 39c the yd. Goods worth up to $1.00. Sale price. .SOc
At 50c the yd. Goods worth up to $2.00. Sale price. .50c

25c

m

8

4--

A SPFX"IAIi

1,000 yards of Dress Goods In various weaves,

Silks;

Pean Dt Duchess. Taffetas and Wash Pongee, worth
Up to $1.00 the yd. Sale juice per yd
50c

GINGHAM
APHONK
Large slx
Hlue and Prown Kitchen Aprons, at
IV each, or 2 for
9Vc

Patented Plnless Diamade of hlrdseye cotton.,
double where necessary, regular
prlee Kile each. Sale Price, 2 for 9V

China

0

m

Children's Wht Lawn Aprons,
lace and embroidery trim'd
good values at. .20c, 30c,
'
Special on some of these
aprons, slightly soiled from
being on display and worth
up to $1, at only
25c
Women's White Aprons, a
big line to choose from,
at
35c and 25c

Nottingham Lace Curtains;
in white and ecru, pretty
designs.
75c and $1.25
values, at, per pair. . .18e-0S- c

In order to positively effect an immediate clearance, every yard of wash goods in the house has
been reduced in most instances to half and less than half former prices. Read the following
few items and judge for yourself.
These are lot numbered for easy choosing.
1.

SALE

91-1-

Cleerence Prices on Wvsh Goods
Lot No.

nt

close

Rates' Tulle de Nord and Rod
Seal Gingham, the regular 12'!.c
quality; 200 pes to select from
On sale at, per yard, only...tto

2.V'

Pine Assortment of Pack
Combs, worth $1, 75c,
f . . .25c
and 50c. at
Pillow Cord, silk, per yd. .10c
Metal Picture Frames, gilt
silver and oxidized
2(lc
Individual Ink Wells, are
worth 50c. at
25c
Pillow Tops, each
10c
Pillow Tops.with
back
50c
Embrolder'd Table Covers
for center tables, each. 25c
Battenburg Braid No. 10
and 12, pes of 36 yds, gfij

Clearance of Silk and Wool Dress Goods

llustdug
New Chiffon snd Mallne
Bushings and Bandines In a
great variety of dainty colors
and white, and beautiful ahell
patterns. Also a nice line of
Kuffllngs and Plslllngs at reduced prices during thla mala.

8.

Three Good

''

lf

7.

Apron Ginghams, all colors but
blue, but all size checks; Amos-keastaple gingham; worth
tl(
Kc the yard.
Sale Price

or short sleeve
Entire Mock
divided Into lots for e.asy choosing, as follows:
Lot No. 1. Were sold up to 11,99, Sale Pllce...,9 .50
gg
Lot No. 2. Were sold up to $1.26. Sale Price
(Ml
lot No. S. Were sold Up to $1.50. Sale Price..., I..gg
I.oi No. 4. Were sold up to $2.00. Sale Price
Lot No. 5. Wars sold up to $2.50. Sale I'rlcc... 1.50
Lot No. 6. Were sold up to $3.f,U. Sale Price.... 2.110
Lot No. 7. Were sold up to $4.00. Sale Price.... 2.50
Lot No. X- .- Were sold up to $r,.li. Sale Price.... 3.50
Lot No. 9. Were sold Up to I9.0O. Sale Pilie ... 5.00
Were sold up to $12. 50. Sale Price.., 7. 50
I,o! No. in
Sale prlip
V Shhtu list", value $1.50.
Ml
00
BOBSC!
BlKck Silk. Black Xct.
This takes In every WM
White c While Silks. CttlM Silks, linen unit l.aun Waist.

Embroidered Turnovers, t
large assort nu nt of over 500
to choose from; a beautiful
'f Ryclet EmHmortnient
Kmbroldered
broidery and
Itegular sellNet Turnovers.
ing prices 10c, 16c. 25c and
3fir. These go at
marked prices.

6.

1

1.50

L011,;

Neckwear Clearance

Wash Petticoats and Short Kimonos; regular
value. Sale Price
9 .30
Wash Petticoats and Lawn Wrappers; worth 75 cents each. Sale Price
5
Wash Petticoats, Wrappers and Sateen Petticoats; worth $1.00. Salo Price
75
Nightingales, Kimonos, Wrappers and Petticoats, worth double. Sale Price
85
Sateen Petticoats, Wash Petticoats, Kimonos and Wrappers; worth up to $2.00. Sale Price.... 1.115
Moreen Petticoats, Short and Long Kimonos, and Wrappers.
Special Sale Price
1.65
Mohair Petticoats, Short and Long Kimonos, and Wrappers; worth up to $3.50. Sale Price
1.98
Silk Dressing Sacques, Long and Short Silk Kimonos, Organdí Wrappers; worth $5. Special... 2.50
Silk Dressing SacqueB, Long and Short Silk Kimonos; worth up to $10.00. Sale Price
3.50
8 5 -- cent

3.
4.

s

to
H

.

the above Lot Numbers

smart saving on every lluJ
Spread in our stock. All clean,

2.- -

2

O

Spatchel Dollies,
worth
double, each . . 10c and 5c
Embroidered Doilies, are
worth double, each .... 5c
Drews shields, per pair. . .10c
Klelnert Shields, sizes 2, 3,
4, worth 25c, pair
l.V- Rubber Dressing Combs. 10c
Odd dozens
of Buttons,
worth up to $1.00 a doz.
at, per dozen . ,25c and I lie
50c Hair Brushes, each. .Slic
Shirtwaist Sets, value up
to 50c, each
15c
Assorted Color Necklaces,
value up to $1.00
25c
Tooth Brushes, In Individual holders, each
25c
Gilt Chatelaines, worth $1

Cloth and Wash Suits, Silk Suits, Raincoats,
Cloth and Wash Skirts, worth up to $15.00, go
5
at
No. 8. Raincoats, Silk Petticoats, Skirts and Suits
912.50
silk, wool and wash worth $20.00, go at
No. 9. Silk, Cloth and Wash Suits, Silk Petticoats,
Raincoats, Wool and Wash Skirts; selling regu915.00
larly up to $22.50. Sale Price
No. 10. Silk Suits, Cloth Suits, Wash Suits, Silk
Petticoats, Silk or Wool Skirts; worth $25.00.
918.50
Sale Price
No. 11. Silk Suits, Silk Petticoats, Lingerie Dresses,
Silk and Wool Skirts; worth up to $32.50. Sale
925.00
Price
No. 12. AH Calling Dresses, made of Crepe De
Chene. Broadcloth; and Lace Coats; worth $100.
932.50
Sale Price

Petticoats, Wrappers, and Dressing Salegues
I,

o

Clearance of
v Notions V

No. 7.

Bed Spread Clearance
A

o

Silk Covered Featherbone, the 15c
10c
kind. Special at
10c Cotton Cov'd Featherbone, at. . 7c

,",0

Clearance of Shirtwaists

y

o

Evening Coats, Covert Jackets and Lace Coats

11

K

SO

1

to

Short pieces, broken sets aim
OddS and tndl "f Val. Laces,
worth up to 76c par dor.eu.
To close out, choose nt,
gtj
pa? QOSi n yards
Totrhon ami plait Val, Laoe
The new dainty pattern
only; these worth In the regto 10c the yard:
ular way
loo pes to pick from.
0
Sale prloc, per yurd

nn-ha-

are

Ready-to-Wea-

'...96 .0
Cloth and Wash Suits, Silk Petticoats, and
Lioin ami wasn Skirls, worth up to $12.50, go
at
97.50
if"

Be

i

1991

93

skirts and Silk Petticoats,

.No.

VALENCIENNES LACES

fresh

UN

Wash Suits and Skirts, worth up to $5.50,

ilt

1

All new

articles in piece goods, all in perfect

Clearance of Women's Wearing Apparel

Clean-

ers, earh
Hlack or Tan Shoe Put- tonai per dos
Pants Buttons, blk, bruss
or silver, per dos
Hunks & Eyes, swan bill,
site 2 to 8. blk or white,
per card
.'hoe Laces, for high or
low .shoes, 2 pair for. .
Stewart Safety Pins, all
aires, per do;:en
Colored Finishing Braid,
picas
White Trimming Braid,
all widths, 2 yards for.
Spongis, all sizes, each, ..
Hair Barráis, each
Clinton skirt Supporters,
per pair
IDs Folding Fans, each,
Cube nina, nil oizes and
klinlr, inch
Fancy Hat Pin-- , each. ...
Plk Head Hat Pins, per dl
Ass triad curling Irons,
each
Class Headed Toilet Pins,
per dozen
lading, sites to s,
r't !
6 for
Velveteen Skirt Binding,
all colors, 2 yards for. .
:'t e!t. lac kind for

91.48
j yg

m

Our entire stock is divided Into
Both short and long dresses.
lots for easy choosing. Note the quotations:
$ .5ft
Lot No. 1. Were 75c. Sale Price
75
Lot No. 2. Were $1.25. Sale Price
1.00
Lot No. 3. Were $1.75. Sale Price
1.50
Lot No. 4
Were $2.50. Sale Price
1.08
Lot no. 5. Were $3.00. Sael Price .A,
3.08
Lot No. 6. Were $4.00' and $5.00. Sale Price

conditions, are marked down way below what they are actually worth. The reductions run through every
department. There is no reserve, but a thorough clean up of every stock. If the particular articles which
youwould be glad to buy at reduced cost do not appear on this page, it will pay you to seek them in the

lf

3
4

and numerous

ffl

Infaai.s White Dress Specials

j

fyal Vahe

1

)

Every Piece of Merchandise in this Store is Thrown Out for Clearance

Millinery Department

H

Ready-to-Mak-

strength here. There will be no excuse for your disregard of economy in not coming here. J J J J J J

at...

$1 UU

$12.50
Those selling regularly aft $18.00, go at
Those selling regularly up to $9.00 go at
e
Waist Patterns
Handsome Embroidered
9 .55
Lot No. 1. Were $1.25, go in this sale at
75
Lot No, 2. Were $1.50, go In this sale at
1.00
Lot O. 3. Were $2.00, go In this sale at
Lot No. 4. Were $2.60, go In this sale at
Lot No. 5. Were $8.50. all linen hand emlroldered, go in
this sale at

rctuational price reductions we have ever made Business conditions made it imperative fot os
to reduce stocks and the prices must aid us in this our earnest desire to cut stocks down to a
minimum. Every price will be fresh proof of a positive saving. Your dollar will have double

.

Sue Children's Sailor Hats, at

Women's Embroidered Robes

merchandise thrown out for clearance, and the

high-grad- e

Linen Napkins,
narrow red border, worth 76c, at per

H.ilf-bleaeh-

h,

doz
$1.50 Napkins
$1.75 Napkins
$2.00 Napkins
$2.26 Napkins

10.- -

at, per doz
at, per dos
at, per doz
at, per dos
$2.r,o Napkins at, per dos
$3.00 Napkins at, per dos
$3.50 Napkins at, per dos
$4,00 Napkins at, per doa
$6.00 Napkins at, per dos
I. loen Sets
Hemstitched Linon Set, soft, firm
ask, size of cloth 8x4. napkins
reg $5 set for

$1.25
1.49
1.99

1.95
9.15
9.49
9.00
g.45
11:,
dam18-l- n,

gg.gg

THE COONOMIST

s,cial

200 Belts to pick and choose
from. These consist of leath-

er, silk and white wash belts,
the entire lot divided In four
lots for easy chooAng
Lot No. 1
in,.
Lot No. 2
ig
Lot No. 3
2Bc
Lot No. 4
AOo

Boleros and Lace Jackets
Bffectlve patterns of Lace
nd Kmbroldered Boleros, also made of Venice Allover
Lace Jackets, Irish Croohet
and Kmbroldered Batíate Boleros, with divided sleeves.
Regular price was $3.no to
$16.00. Choose at hair mark,
m.
ed price,
-

X
m
m

O

0
2
0

I

0)

H

WMf, July

DIVING

HE
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THE KEBUQUEK'gUEMOKNItfC

15. ISM.

HORSES

DR. CARVER

THOUSANDS

Powder Pace and Cupid
Little Powder Pace
Clown Horse

Morning Journal

OVER

The Store

&EVT.X- -

of reliability

Summer Bargains

And JIM KID

Matinee

Again Makes a Big

PAGE

Girl in Red

Silver King,

UTILE FOLKS

JOURNXH

IN

I

LADIES4 UNDERWEAR
AND GLOVES

2,500 CHILDREN CHEER

THE HORSE AND "GIRL IN RED"
About twenty-fiv- e
hundred
under the age of twelve years
packed the grand stand at Traction
park yesterday afternoon at the Morn
ing Journal matinee to see the famous
hooting exhibition of Dr. Carver, to
see the trained horses go through their
remarkable high diving performance
and esoeeiallv to see the "Girl In Keü
take the perilous leap on the back of
Little Cuoid."
,The Morning Journal Is glad to say
that its second big show for tne nuie
ones this year was a magnificent success and that the vast throng of children enjoyed every minute of the performance to the ton of their capacity.
llr. Oarver'n Interesting exhibition
Justly adapted to please a Juvenile au
dience and the fact that It is lust as in
terestlng to adults shows that we are
all children of a larger growth.
The performance went off perfectly
with good weather and everything
propitious and the kids had a delightful time. You could tell that by the
vociferous wav they cheered tho
horses as they made the big plunge
and especially the "Girl In Red,'
about whom they had been reading
all the week and whom they were all
agog to see. The whoop that went up
when she and her aerial steed hit the
water must have pleased the star per
former immensely.
The Morning Journal isn't a bit sor
ry for the expense and trouble of its
two big matinees.
It was no easy
matter to take care of so many little
at 3 p. m. last performance of
tots and see that they got through the
show without getting tired or being
Dr. Carver and diving horses.
Inconvenienced and it kept the Trac
lion people and the Morning Journal
stepping around lively but It was all
worth it over and over again. It was
worth it to hear those children whoop
Admission
ing and laughing Just for five minutes
"I coutd never have believed that
many
in
so
children
small
there were
a town of this size," said a visitor
who also attended the matinee yester
No Charging
day.
"Where they all come from is
I never heard of
h mystery to me.
twen-tv-ftso many In a town of less than
in
thousand oeoole. It ought to
do President Roosevelt good to see
bunch like that. I think a photograph
of that kid audience ought to be sent
to him. He wouldn't do any more
at any time by Just calling at the reflectors, one alley brush, one gutworrying about race suicide."
ter brush, eight 12 foot oak settees,
office."
But this pleasantry had little ef with cushion for same; which said
fect on the general air of settled property Is now located In the store-rooat No. 118 West Gold avenue, in
gloom, and tho reporter quietly slip
ped away as another prolonged slg.i the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico!
breathed out on the evening air. It and which said mortgage was filed foi
was too sacred a moment for reporters record on the 12 th day of May, 1906,
and recorded In Book "F" of Chattel
to be around.
Mortgages, page 330, In the office ot
Sol Afraid of the Hoodoo.
clerk and
"It takes more than any ordipary Modest Claims Often Carry the Most thi probate
of Bernalillo county, New MexCdfiytetjpn.
hoodoo to feaza an Elk," said one o
to
ico,
secure
the payment to the said
the southern California party to
When Maxim, the famous gun
The
comMorning Journal reporter Friday. "We
placed hi" gun before a com-- t pany of the sum of $1,252, together
positively refuse to be superstitious mlttee of judges, he stated Its carry- with interest thereon at eight per cent
and any Gloomy Gun on this train wn ing power to be much below what ho per annum, evldencod by sixteen
about nIbus will be felt sure the gun would aopomplish. promissory noteB of said date, three
is worrying
vhucked off the ear,"
Tho result of the trial w8 therefore for J100, each payable July 1st, Au'Jfou know we had a little wreck a great surprise, Instead of a disapgust 1st and September 1st, 1906, rea sharLúlstanea out from WWIams ofl pointment. It is the same with the spectively; twelve notes for $75 each,
was
at manufacturers of Chamberlain's Colic, payable the first day of each following
the Grand Canyon line. It
mile post d 3; Of course, that's whei
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. They consecutive month thereafter and one
any
say.
will
was,
people
But
some
it
do not publicly boast of all this rem- note for $52, payable October 1, 1906;
way, after We got back on the tracK edy will accomplish, but prefer to lot
And whereas, by said chattel mortand were ready, after two hours' de users make the statements. What they gage It was provided that in case delay. to start on to the Grand Canyon do claim, is that It will positively cure fault should bo made in the payment
.nd a aood time at El Tovar, a Los diarrhoea, dysentery, pains In thq of any or either of said notes or of any
Anksle Elk In the crowd made a rn stomach and bowels and has never part thereof, or tho Interest thereof,
fcláñ board on mile post 13. H
been known to fail. For sale by ail on the day op days on which the same
yanked if damn HIIIÍ blPI'ght It In on druggists.
should become due and payable, then
all of the said notes, both principal
the train with him and uvVrfrbud tp
the crowd scrawled his or her name
1.000 PAIRS OF MWNfl, LADIES' and interest, should at once become
to
Los AND CHILDREN'S SHOKS AT LESS due and payable.
across It. The board was sent
Angeles and will adorn the walls
And whereas said Walter H. West
TITAN 50 CENTS ON THE DOLLAR.
has failed to pay the said promissory
ihe It.drfn rooms there as a mement JULY 14 TO 21. L. KEMPENICH.
AT the frlo and a proof that the Best
note of $100, payable July 1, 1906, and
said mortgagee,
The
Noüop of Sale of Chattels Under
Feooln on Earth are not afraid of
;i
company, has elected
ulthev,
for thU
Hiatto) Monga.
ifumber 18 u.
to
on
.
West,
declare all of said notes as due and
the 11th
Whereas, Waiter H.
matter:41
i
day of May, 1906, by his certain chat- payable under the terms of said mortMM
Bit LlkfTTttle Old K. C.
tel mortgage of that date conveyed to gage, and the same are now In default
comfor
"tin Villi know," said a young lady The
pany,
Notice Is hereby given that the unyesierun
ni om of fh!' local notéis
regulation designed, The
Three No. 1
when I got to Santa
"I was aurprl
alleys, complete, Including
company, aa mortgagee of said
c oni f, Hunt It so dlfffvbnt from what bowling
bowling bed, foundation gutters, pit above described property, has taken
You know I taav bom
t pxneeted.
rppossession of the same under said
and approach: also divisions, two
days. up
- there.
.Hal. turn chutes, three leather
. i. ..
..
r .ndlns-T several
cushions, mortgage, and will on Friday, tho
y I ufar) i sep mucn on uii
score
improved
10th day of August, 1906, at the hour
three pit mats, throe
while I was there hut a few burros. registers,
three sets ten pins, thirty of 10 o'clock a. m., of said day, at tho
hit
Why, 1 don't think Hnfa Fe Is
store-rooIK) perfection
one
bowling
set
balls,
numbered lis West Oold
Cty,"
like Kan
with
nlerk
he
asked
What?"
Like
."
some alarm.
"Like Kansas City. Heally It does
not seem like half so busy a place,
apd I'm afraid I've had a wrong
of It."
'Yfdt'ffi' said the clerk In a fanu
City,
vol". Jf Isn't MttP ,,ke Kans
santa Fe isn't, when vm f0"1' to
think of It."
And he slipped unobtrusively nut to
for
the bar to get just a little bracer, anyIf jyas a prettty warm evening,

The Ladies

Albuquerque Will Be Pleased to Know That

of

...THE GLOBE STORE...
is offering a choice line of summer weight underwear and
silk lisle gloves at a reduction of

20 PER CENT

1

from the regular retail prices.
e
The underwear comes in union and
suits, and prices
range from 10 cents to $2.75 per garment long sleeves, short sleeves
and no sleeves; cotton, lisle, and mercerized; ladies' and misses' sizes.
The gloves are wrist length; in cotton, lisle, and silk; prices ranging from 15 cents to 85 cents per pair; all colors.
These goods are all marked in plain figures, and will be sold at
the marked price, less 20 per cent; any one can figure the cost to the
purchaser.
two-piec-

TODAY

(jSBflHBR:

25cis.

I

THE BIG GLOBE SIGN on West Railroad Avenue marks jheen-tranc- e
to the store of reliability and fair treatment

THE GLOBE STORE

Por Seats
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ITales of the Town
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Brunswlck-Balke-Collend-

Brunswlck-Balke-Collend-

er

er

te

Brunswli'k-Balke-Col-lend-

m

tarG--

Birds of a fcnilw,
n lonesome looking srowd
Th
rnn,.il alona the Alvarndo verandath other evening. The very atniearan vtootnv. and from lime
..k
time stertorous sighs from the depths
of the big rocking chairs were heard
an feet shifted uneasily on the plassa
A glance was sufficient to
railthe spirit of melancholy which
They were all
brodfd over the place.husbands
whoe
hapless AlbWfluerque
oonsorts are t the se shore or In
the mountains and It was f$Hf depressing sight to look at them.
"rnt vou ever notice," said another
..h.urvnr of the nalnful scene, "how
after
flock together
bMhelor
ti
,at
tClr Wives hayp left? Now the men
.Mf.,
throo duvs i'vt noticed
who never had anything to do with
nnh other before, strolling back and
as chummy- as
a.m. in. nrm
11,1 iv.
III
hnv. in the evening they walk
and then
down to the station platformthey
do it
Uumt walk back, and then
ZZ MttiB. The bond of sympathy
and
?ZI. fn Jtu a another one
proof of tho
suoseee It's only
saving Mt misfortune doth make.
us all. U Is touching
Where
LTTfc?
they gt )ogS(hr and on- -

Is

DILGARD

te

FUNERAL

IDEAL HEALTH RESORT.

To rent for a term of years, the

new and beautiful residence property,
Containing about twenty rooms, In th"
finest location in the valley, about one
mile from the city limits on the Lock-miii- 't
ranch. Attractive grounds and
surroundings.
Also ten additional
rooms in contiguous cottages If desired. Ample sl;ibles and outbuilding.
Apply on premises or address Mrs
Henry Lnckharl. Albuquerque, N. M. tf
STOP AT THE WHITE ELEPHANT ON YOUR WAY HOME ANI
THY A CLASS OP MCNCHENEK-HO- F
BRAC BEER.
It

Pailroad

Located on the Helen
The new City of Belen is

VÁ

Notice.
hereby given that the final
report of The Montezuma Trust Com- ADAMS &
pany and Sydney Eugene Abel, executors of the last will and testament of
the estate of D. J. Abel, deceased, was
filed In the probate court on the 2d
day of July, 1906, and that Monday,
DIRECTORS
the 6th day of August, 1906, has been
fixed by the probate court as the date
of the hearing of objections to the
final account ot said executors and the
settlement thereof. AH persons havEmbalming is Our
ing any objections or exceptions to
said report are required to be present
Specialty
and present the same on sa'd date.
("or. Fifth Street and Railroad Avenue
MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY,
and
New Phone 153
Old Phone itik 218
SYDNEY EUOENE AT1EL,
E. L. MEDLER, Attorney for Executors.
Executors.
Notice

rusts yon to send In an order for n OAS It w'OV
Huvlng sent It, well do tlio rest. Upon receipt of v mi'
your order our whole gas range force Is' put to work '.i
lo your bidding, antl every nerve stratlKMl to put mi .i."
the high road lo
OOOftery
ami Milium r
kitchen comfort.
So many or your neighbor are enjoying the pleasure
of Twentieth Oratory cooking: keeping their uoilM
t ool: saving money.
You might us well be In possi-ssloof these athiinl-nge- s
us they.
Wo'rc waiting your orders. Send u oostnl. or plume,
for our representative and he will nil Md explain
everything fully.
Is ull It

f

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Company

STONE HOTEL
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
Is now open nil the year around
Best of Accommodations

& RJO GRANDE

LUMBER COMPANY

4- -

Otero's

Bath House
Connection.

Run

MRS. WN. ROGERS,

In

Prop

Sft.sK

I
H--

and Doors Flint and
Contractors' Materia.!

THIRD

aaa4-a'.aa-

0

Gls

MARQVETTE

Both PÍwnei

a

TO BELSN

O

Uhe Future

If.

Minute

Atty. for Mortgagee.

lo

Brunswlck-Balke-Collend-

Just a Cent and a

in the city of Albuquerque,
Mexico, offer for sale and sell to
tho highest bidder for cash the above
described property fur the purpose of
paying off and satisfying the notes
and indebtedness secured to be paid
by said chattel mortgage.
BRUNSWICK JBA LK
CO.
By E. L. MEDLER.

avenue

Cut-o-

f

Center

of The Atchison

M.,

of

TopcKa

f&L

JVebv

Santa

Mejcico

Fe Haitbuay

at the unction of the main lines of the Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso Texas and Old Mexico

3 X miles south of Albuquerque, N.

ln

is

leading east and west

-

..i

iiuu-kifu-

raen ui..
were
Among the sad hrotbfrhood
VrfiU cltt- -

aoie

sens as Harry F. Lee. Hon. Holom
Luna,. Felix H. Lester, W. J. Cardwell.
Herbert Romero. Dr. Krvln and others
too numerous to mention.
"You might announce," said Mr. an
"that
smile,
with
ud
ge
may
bachelors
n o in it
good
of
certificates
cnrc!ti:
from the efry clerk for a nominal
""

The Helen Uobun and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

TO WN8ITB, Consisting- - ot ONE THOUSAND' BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE ViOTS, (alia 15x111 teat) frontina upon 10 and
atroots and aranosa. RIGHT In tha buiinem
upon
directly
the Santa Fe Railway Da pot Grounds. Tho Atchison. Topeka and Sarita Fe Railway company ta now grading Ita aitenalva depot grounds and yard limita 100 (aat wide and
eenter of tha NEW CITT and
mile lone, (capacity of seventy miles ot alda track) to accomodate Its NEW PASSENOKR and FREIGHT depota. HARVET BATING HOUSE. Reund House, Coal Chutea, Water Tanks. Machine Snaps, Etc.

Aha THE OWNERS OF THE BELEN

70-fo- at

ra
IS,

Has a population of
and several large Mercantile Houses,
In New Mexico. From Its location upon tha Great Trunk Una,
All fast limited, mall, axpraas and freight traína will pass through
twv churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, ate.
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS BAST. On third of purchase
given. COME BABLT IF TOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICE

THE

CITy OF HELEJV

ra

The Belen Patent Rollar Mills, capacity 110 barrels dally; winery, eta. It to tha largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beana, hay ana fruit
leading North, South, Bast and West, to all points in tha Unltod States and Old Mexico Its futura growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated.
Belen to Chicago, Kansas City, Oalveston and the Pacino Coast. Tha water to good and climate unsurpassed. Belen has a tie.SOO public achol houaa,
It needa right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug atora, harness shop, etc. THE LOTS OFFBRED ARE
may remain on nota and mortgage for one year with Interest at eight par cent per annum.
money cash;
Title perfect and Warranty deeds
particulars
and prices of lots e&ll In parson or write to
LOTS.
For further
two-thir-

ds

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHfi 3ECKP71. Tresideni

WM. M.

-DE-RGE-R.

Secretary

THE ALBUQUERQUE

cfliNwn

tsotos- -l

MACPHERioNdent.

D. A.

H. B. HRN1NO.
ss

at Albuquerque,

Oh. Miguel has come home
No longer to roam;

N.

Comforts

ESTATE
REAL
NI M
NEW TELEP

City Editor.
'Mid Jungles and cannibals
O'er the sea foam;
Where e'er lied a grafter
Miguel followed after,
From Siberia to Africa. Zealand to
Rome;
He chased 'em up trees and he followed 'em far
And drove them from Crete, Cairo,
Thebes, Zanzibar;
He put a crimp In 'em whereever
he went
And areatlv Imuroved the whole
blame contl-nen- t;
Now Miguel has came home.
No longer to roam
And the bad politicians
Had best hike for

Ift.W,

Summer

COLUMN

W. S. BURKE, Editor.

mutter t the postolTlce
Entered as
noder act of eongTeiis of March t. 1871.
second-cla-

Sunday. July IS,

JOURflXE.

0 Ü N B A ITS

V

DEMOCRAT PUBLISHING COMPANY

MORNING

ufas. i3fi&JBLjJkB

Heed Chairs. .Korkers aad .Settee.
Canvas Chairs and Settees, Camping
Outfits. Itlankets. Comforts, Wagon
Cover. Teuts. Camp Stoves and t link
In fact, everything u
ing Utensils.
make life worth living.

MONEY TO LOAN

AT IjOW
ESTATE UMJ 111
HlKST.
RATES OF
THE MORNING JOURNAL IS THE LEADING REFI'BLICAN PAPER
rOK RUNT.
OP NEW MIAM I). si FPOItTlNG THE PHINCIPLES OF THE REPUB- room house North Fifth St., mod
REPUBTHE
METHODS
OF
AXI
THE
LICAN PARTY ALU THE. TIME
em. $20.00.
oom house North Fifth st, $30.00.
LICAN PARTY WHEN THEY ARE RIGHT.
6- - room house South Third
st.. $20.00.
house Broadway, IS. 00.
HOUSE FVKMSHF.RS. NEW AND
Larger circulation (lian any other paper In New Mexico, The only paper
TlM
4 rooms furnished. $20.00.
WE BUY HOUSEyear.
SECONDHAND.
Hie
day
In
ta New Mexico leased ever)
houses, S. Broadway with HOLD ;OODB. 214 W. GOLD AVE.
Two
bath. $20.00 each.
Ó. NIH1SEN, MANAGER.
Auto. Phone 474 Colo. Phone 177.
The Morning Journal linn a hlglMT rlrculallon rating tliau la accorded
house, S. Arno, modern, $25.
to any oilier paper In Albuquerque or any other dally In New Mexico." The
-- Weit
ave.,
E.
$8.00.
Railroad
tents.
End of Viaduct
Two
Avenue
and Second Street
Coal
Corner
American Newspnir Directory.
house. S. Edith, modern, $25.
houses, Marquette ave.,
Two
$12.00 each.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
brick house, N. Second street,
treatprompt
Dally, by moil, one year In advance
Nome!
modem. $20.00.
one
by
month
Dally,
carrier,
brick house, N. Fourth street
BstablUbel 1871
50
Speaking of that Olrl In the Pie,"
and careful dispensing go to
Dally, by mall, one month
modern, $20.00.
was she a huckleberry or a peach r
FOR SALE.
NEW MEXICO
Busy Little Drug
AUBUULEliyri:
FEED. FLOUR AND GRAIN
What a tame proposition the north Four houses on South Broadway,
once
It
Is
discovered
pole will be after
will sell singly or all, at a
modern;
Railroad Ave.
117
tor Mitchell
SUNDAE MORNING, .11 I.Y 15. INf.
bargain.
tliDl
How Guatemala and Salvador can
sale near
get up enough enthusiasm to revolute Large and small ranches forMesa,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
cast
in. Tract of land on the
this kind of weather Is a mystery.
of the eltv.
Poultry Blaelow still Insists that Some fine lots on Tijeras avenue; aHo
on West Coal avenue.
Mr. Taft Is grossly prejudiced about
THE BLUE FRONT
House and 3 lots on North Fourth st.,
that there canal.
117 West Railroad Avenue
14 rooms In a fine location.
Telephones.
Both
a
Ilegarcfing that bee sting cure for Lots and houses for sale in u'.l parts Df
rheumatism, it Is also worthy of note
the ettr.
IT r THERE Is any moan thing which pome or the lire insurance company that dynarqtte will cure smallpox.
city limits,
Four acres of land In the stable,
would
it
Francisco,
San
of
people
fruit
do
to
the
to
or
with good house and
tried
have not dune
trees, etc., In a flne location.
Drcyfus has shown the world that
h,,v itn not know how to ilo it. And the evil
All kinds of mill work a
k.. Kuxr.
up
av.;
house on West Coal
keeping everlastingly at it finally puts
The right place
10(1
specialty.
oomm
rtnte
guilty
In
upon
FOR SAIiK
the
tí
consequence of this policy do not full alone
a crimp in tne lousier.
T.r.t on West Goid av.. near Sixth St.
for good work at low price
bad,
good
the
from
separate
the
four-rooto
stop
not
frame, 50 foot lot.
St..
nv.
Tron
and Edith
Nice
panfox.
cause til- public does
A deficit of school mantis and a sur- Primer
4Z reei; nne
house;
and
75xl
fruit trees, only
modern:
lot
indiscriminately,
shade
companies,"
condi'Insurance
up
to
the
evil
alarming
charges
is
the
the
plus of brides
but
cement sidewalks; good stable. This
LOVE,
A.
$1,250.00
country.
to
the
companies
If
cheap
confronts
which
taken
tion
property will be sold
H.re Is a sample of the schemes resorted to by some of the
403 S. First St.
at once.
Its a bargain, better see about It at
Auto phone 4C3
once,
The march of events In Venezuela House and lot on South Second st beJinrrass property owners. We take the following from the Call:
avenues,
a
at
tween Lead and Coal
may be expected to strike a double
The Insurance ndjustors have not only combined In many cases to quick.
bargain.
saddle.
'
Castro is again in the
FOR RENT
house, two blocks from
refuse to pay legitimate claims for Insurance, hut they have worked together
well
George
V.
Five-rootwo
lots.
booming
House
are
with
FranSoutherners
frame ( medern, close in,
San
of
to maintain that which Is a menace to the lives of the citizens
of Georgia for a running mate for
plenty of shade; $20 per month.
furnlahed. This property Is In one
owners who
have claims for Insurance have Bible
, .v .. th,. ,i.rnnortv
..i
u'i
Bryan. That might help to catch the
..J- - , j
In thia city,
Five-roolocations
dwelling, modern, closn In,
the
best
of
npplled for permission to remove the aebrls and erect temporary and per Methodist vote.
and Is for sale at $5,500.
nice location.
house and lot on West Coal
manent stores and dwellings upon their lots they have been told that the
August Hcnnlngs, candidate for Brick
Money to loan In sums to suit at 8 per
$2,600.
5 rooms,
ave.;
has
been
suicide.
adjusted."
The
result
mayor of Omaha, committed
"wrecks of tho buildings have not been
cent on approved security.
7 rooms, With 8 lota, on
house,
unBrick
might
we
Chicago
were
it
if
ik.i hnniirnin nf naiiirerous walls are left standing. At any time these may Now
North Second street,
motives.
his
derstand
tangled
price, $2, 50.
fall and bury workmen or pedestrians under mounds of brick and
Lyman J. Gage declares he Is only
brick house, nearly new, modHaving consol Ulnted the Phoenix
iron.
theosophy.
a student, not a devotee, of
ern Improvements, at $8,160, on
was
thrown
Geary
street
on
and Superior Plaining Mills, the
wall
Gage
a
night,
Mr.
if
high
at
wind
nnrlnai a recent
Hut it looks very much as
North 4th street.
machinery being of the latest deright.
legabug
catall
the
had
geod
approaching
an
furnished,
(ront
house,
of
in
street
track
Geary
across
the
down and lay
signs nnd best makes, wc are pre
Ml Gold Avenue
tion, $1160.00.
Notary Public, Insurance, Bonds, Money to Loan.
to remove th
men
dozen
of
part
on
pride
pared to UO ail Kllllis ui mi'JW
point
the
packers
with
work
The
beef
minutes
i
several
required
best
It
ens
ef
In
tha
frame
never
before
price
a
WORK at
to the fact that their products are at
locations on Broadway at a bardebris so that the cars might pass, on another ocasslon, at midnight, when
ateniptcd in New Mexico.
least much more nutritious than
gain: modern
falling
walls
of
sound
district,
the
street,
burned
over
the
house, North Fourth
American cigarettes.
miff westerly wind swept
of
We win he glnd to gire estiwith 8 lots 76 xl4í feet, near In.
could be heard at every side. Walls frequently orne down with the Jar
called on Cannon during
Fairbanks
on anything from the mill
mates
13,600.
Price,
six
and
Five
Saturday.
the week and Uncle Joe Is repassing cars, as on Geary and Market streets last
of o home to making a
worl:
everywhere ported to have said that nothing's
screen and will gtiaran- CHANCES.
window
BUSINESS
stories of tottering bricks upborne by unsteady foundations ate
a
cooled hitn off so nicely since the hot Good ranches near tha ctw for sale
satisfaction.
seen
be
can
removed,
workmen
Is
being
debris
In
where
lots
in the city, and
weather began.
Drices.
at
reasonnhle
every
Fire Insurance. House for . Rent,
clearing away rubbish under walls that menace their lives during
A shortage of small bills Is threatRents Collected. Taxes raía, ana
FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
entire charco taken of nronertr for
moment of their dally toll.
ened and the poor family man only
end
Lumber
Superior
The
and
residents
board
The
In
big
matter.
the
helpless
of
a
are
they
famine
will
be
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
wishes there
property owners explain that
one-- : when the first of
the month
COdown,
H.
come
DVNBAR
must
walls
dangerous
warning
the
that
given
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.
i,f public works has
comes around.
Gold Avenue and Ttilrrt Stnwt.
Comer
to Jeopardize the tux-- j,
dislikes
board
obeyed.
The
Gu.
been
Mill
not
has
Planing.
order
the
but
vi.flurr
drank
A Mrs. Sptcard of Topeka
iyeiV Insurance money, but the adjuster will not yield an Inch.
day after canthe
other
acid
carbolic
What use a ragged wall Is to an Insurance company is hard to determine, ning fruH for three days. The meat
already packers have .shown no Indications of
of the companies are claiming their pound of flesh, and the
some
but
suicide up to date.
&
ALBUQUERQUE, NKW Miiiiw
way
turn.
'405 SOUTH FIRST STREET,
to
a
which
Is
at loss
property owner
h
We can only guess at the feelings
after- of Senator Hemenway after IntroducDealers in Real
THE grand stand at Traction park was crowded again yesterday
ing Ui (Toilette, when the latter carved
occasion
people,
the
and
him up into metaphorical inch jilecos
noon at the Journals free matinee for the little
123 South Third Street
may be seen in different before the audience.
fjavo us a good chance to learn how the same matter
'
Joseph Crow, former member of tho
lights from different standpoints. Said one: What's the use of the Journal
" TV.nl .'!! as Nebraska legislature, has been found
WE HAVE FOR SALE
- wj lw... .,..
- mese i.i.ix'ntn
mw-uon
money
"
away
so
much
fooling
guilty In the United States court of
nice,
but
"It's
said:
another
'impeding Justice." He is now engagIt looked from the politician's viewpoint. Then
It." That was ed In eating Crow.
A few small ranches, ranging from
I don't see how the Journal Is going to make anything out of
Billings, has
three to ten acres each; all under
Josh
philosopher,
profound
that
But
previous
It.
getting
sees
really
too
They
man
are
bs the business
ditch and under high state of cultiQUALITIES
ARE
money,"
THREE
and
man
In
the
other
A
Wichita
as
good
Kansas.
the
.old the world that "what fun we want Is Just as
vation.
arlandlady
on
having
his
day
insisted
was crowded with
THAT AUK MAKING OUR
Also, desirable lots In the different adrested because she wouldn't put a
the Journal wanted the fun. That big grand stand
tell
could
words
bed.
on
plainer
spread
than
his
white
showed
far
Si IDA WATER
MURK
faces
beaming
ditions to the city.
little children, whose
of them
at
half
least
and
happiness,
We
infantile
have several small cottage, well
of
DAY.
full
lightchock
EACH
all
were
POPULAR
Mexico Is going to abolish bull
that they
In, for sale on reasonable terms.
If our neighbors across the
were children who never have an opportunity to see any sort of entertain- ing. But get
AND
CREAM
ICE
oUR
along without their usual
may never line can't
Black 144
Colo.
ment that ( barges an admission fee. The Joui nul hopes the time
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Diamond
"never before ao complete." "Tía a good time for Invest- at, aa Diamond! are rapidly advancing in value.
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New Mexico's Le ding Jewelers
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H. R. Twltchell returned to Las Tesan yi'Stertlay morning.
MIhh Rlsle Kerapenlch ha returned
from a visit at Peralta.
County Treasurer Justo Armljo and
wife are at Jemez Hot Springs.
Robert Martin arrived at the 8tut-g- e
yesterday from cuchillo, . m.
Mi-- liurbara Kirk left last night to
make a short visit with friends la
La

enough to cover a
room. Ingrain,
Brussels, and Axministers, at less than actual
cost. Come in and bring measurments of your
room. We will be able to furnish you with a
nice carpet for very little money.
r i
ii ': i .
them just large
SOME of
bed room or sitting
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Railroad
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M. WILLIAMS

horn-train-

The above U the "Quick Meal" Trade
Mark. If you want to see the little "Quick
Meal" chick get a quick meal, put It close
to your eyes and your nose on the cross
Look at It that way steadily for a
minute and you will see the chick make a
"Quick Meal" of the bug. 4 People who
use a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and eat it In comfort. "Quick
Meal" Stoves look well, cook well, bake
well and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their immense
ale Is due to their merits to nothing else.

Avenue

3(i8-31- (j

Marcelino A. Ortiz, a prominent
of the ciipital city, registered t
!
Charlotte Erickson Will Try
the- -' St urges yesterday.
'hief Kngtneer J. V. Key on the
Helen cut-of- f
returned to Helen yesDR. B.
Jo Bide Silver King
terday morning.
DENTIST
Jack Johnson, the wel Iknown
has returned to Albuquerque
and will remain here.
,,
Charles O'Connor Roberts Iflrft last OARING GIRL WILL GET 100
Office on Railroad avenue, over
night for Denver after a visit with his
AND BILLIARD
Second sts. POOL
and
between
First
IF SHE TAKES THE HIGH DIVE
mother in this city.
8 to 12 a. m., 1:30 tj 6 p.m.
Hours:
Mr. and Mr. J.
Bryan, of Laad-vlll- e,
Dr. William has practiced dentistry
Colo., are guests of their l.iugh-te- r,
the past. 17 years at Las Vegas.
for
Mrs. Jake Levy.
PARLORS
This afternoon at Traction park, Dr.
Automatic Phone 203
Vance Wilson has returned
from W. F. Carver and his diving horses
Kliglewood. Kas.. and wil assume a po- will give their last performance to an
litlón In the freight offices.
Albuquerque audience.
R. P. Hall, of the AIIU(UTiue fcun-dr- y
Dr. Carver and his horses will long
y
works, returned to the city yestfer-du- be remembered by the people of this
city.
He has given several exhibitions
morning from Hollywood, Oil.
FIRE INSURANCE
iBce arriving bore two weeks or more
Professor J. (). Miller, of the A. and ago
ImMutual Building Association
performed
Secretary
an
and
has
before
M. College at Mesilla Park, was in the
mense crowd every time. Dr. Carver
city yesterday en route to Denvery
is
himself and his diving horses
Captain W. R, Hume, clerk of the areunique
altogether and absolutely unique.
district court. Is expect))
to airlv The performance Is well worth going
217 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
home from the City of Mexico tod;i.y or many miles to see and Dr. Carver'a
Automatic 'Phone 721.
35
tomorrow.
success in training his beautiful aniThe remains of the late A. K. Clzrh-ty- , mals to do this remarkable feat is
who died In si Joseph's hoapUtal probably unparalleled among animal
Friday, will bo sent to New Jfork top ay trainers.
N i Cheap Tables or Broken Ball.
for interment.
Dr. Carver expects his last perDealer tn
Itev. W. W. Havens, organizer for formance today to be his best and exleague, left last night pects the biggest crowd of the season GROCERIES. PROVISIONS. HAT.
the
tiHAJN AND FUEL.
for Iih Cruces, where1 he will muje to tell him goodbye.
BUT EVERYTHING FIRST
To cap the (Umax and add the final Pine Line of Imported Wines. Manors
an address today.
and Clears. Place Your Order
touch of the thrilling to the show toCLASS AND
Miss Mlnda Stutrud. was yestenhiry day.
With
Line
II.
For
llii
Miss Charlotte Erickson, a local
m
appointed teacher In District 4, Bat waitress
arrangehas made the final
hallllo county, for fife morrlh' term, ments with
STREET
THIRD
NORTH
to
Dr.
big
ride the
Carver
60 per cue
Straight Pool
with salary of $45 a. month
white horse. Silver King, when he
inCompany I of th, Twenty-nint- h
15 Ball Fool ... 7 He per cue
dive, her reward
takes the forty-foo- t
fantry, regulas, army, arrived in th to be $100 In cash from Dr. Carver.
TICKETS BOUGHT,
60c per hour
Billiard
city yesterday rom Port Whipple.
Miss Erickson. who Is an accomSOLD AND
PrMcotL en voute to the army muv plished swimmer ami diver says that
H. GUSSAROFF. Prop.
euvera in Vvoming.
she has no fear of accident and Is conEXCHANGED
It. E. Putney has received n brand fident that If the "Olrl in Bed" can
new Tnómus automr.hllr. a fifty bore do the trick she can SJ well. Miss Er107 S. 2nd. St.
Highest Price Paid BARNETT BLD6.
pooler touting cur with :i capacity of ickson is game and It is expected an
.
JICKt-lHIOr
on
see
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to
immense
be
crowd
hand
an hour
seVen persons and a slxtjf-mll- e
her uphold the reputation of AlbuAiioelition Oflce. Iruuetloni Ottiruteed.
gait.
querque femininity for coolness and
RAFAEL GARCIA & TRUJILLO
Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Sandoval 10 courage.
ROSENFIELD'S, 118 W. Railroad Ave
CEMENT CONTRACTORS
csterday for Cuba. Sun doval count,
Riley Edwards, of
the Monarch
in attend the marriage, of their son. Grocery company
to
promises
also
r
Plorando, to Miss Adeíe Miera. daUKh-te- make the dive and Is now making flnai
I
of E. A. Miera.
All Work Guaranteed
arrangements with Dr. Carver. The
Mtynmrd dunsui snot Mrs. Gunsui latter will give as usual his exhibition Home-mad- e
fi r Loa Aug
left last night on No.
of master marksmanship and display
Address: General Delivery
les. whence they wil ttn up Into the the numerous tricks aside from diving
New Mexico
Albuquerque,
ALL KINDS
ICE CREAM.
iiniunialns to Sanger, wo be guests of which he has taught the horses. The
formerly performance will probably be missed
Mr and Mrs. ft II Boj)
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by few people in the city.
of this city.
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W It. Jack, the Silver City cattleen
man, was In the city yfsuerilay
The Coolest Place In the City
route In S.i mi l'c
lie sni'il that A GREEN
special coaiün loadesl with Silver City
Klks will oe hero to day en route ti
C.
the Denver meet.
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GUNS
PROTECT
Majov K M. Banjul, of Gallup,
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"where Judge McFle
to Sania
Ice Cold!
f. to hear the I hi up election diffi
ruMr.
Mrs. Will Stewart, who Is visiting Best American Block, per ton . $5.30
The funeral of the lato .William
filggs, who died Inst Tuesday writing, her mother. Mrs. Anna Coles, at 100t
We have just Installed our third
at 9:M Arizona street, in El Paso, yesterdaj
will be held this morning
refrigerator of large capacity, and
undertaking received a letter from her husband.
o'clock frost Strong's
will deliver cold melons, guaranrooms. The Odd Pellows hiive churg' Will Stewart, who Is an employe or
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teed ripe, at the same price you
of the service.
company,
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cold.
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merchant, saying that he hns Janded made
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at Plj mouth, England, on his way 10
F.I Paso Times.
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home in Hamburg
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Mill -.- Rig Load
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containing
about
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MATS FROM 110 CP TO
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Socorro. Both gentlemen were
$4.00
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AND ALL OTHER HATS AT
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BRUNSWICK

er,

Man-dell's-

.

A. E. WALKER

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.,
Steel Range &
Agents for Quick-MeGasoline Stoves.
al

The Only First

Class Billiard

PARLORS

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE COMPANY

in the City.9

Toti & Gradi

Anti-Saloo-

fPLUMB

n

Candies

1

Whitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators
White Mountain Freezers

Watermelons!

Blue Flame Oil Stoves

nc-co-

COAL

f.

Lawn and Garden Tools

i

WOOD

i-

Albuquerque

Wholesale Distributors: McCormick Mjwers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery;
Birdsell Wagons; Mead Hay Presses; Winchester Rifles, Shotguns, Ammunition.

Cash

Grocery Company

W.HJahn&CO

-

It

ltMrraWBsfr"TI

1

i.--

Coi-on-

i

M

too 22

J. L. Hell Co.

Stiver A,):

Vlumbt

v

1

.W. STRONG'S SONS
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

be-lu-

201-21-

THE WORM) IS FULL OF OOT?
CITJIIOTS PKOWJC SO THBRK
SMU KT1LL BE T1I08K WHO HAVE
PSK6 MORNING JOURNAL
CLASSIFIED AIM.
O.

R. Conner, M. D. D. O.
Specialty Osteopathy.

.FITING TIBER OP
CREAMERY BUTTER?
ritY Oi it
ARK

a carpenter teJeptioae
Anto Phone SSS.

ytm need

HesseMen.

DIAMONDS
boagfet right ara a good tnveatmont
Our prices
3JnB
We Invito yon to call and esatnln the beautiful diamond
offering. Also Watefcea, Jewelry. Silverware, ato. Mall,

prompt sltasttos.

EVER1TT,

1

YOU

FltEKII DAIHY. PltOIH'CTh. prilK
SWEET AND WHOLESOME. MATTHEW'S JBBHEY DAIHY. 610 X.
Till HI) ST. BOTH PHONES.

If

are RIGHT.
good we ara
order receive

THE LEADING JEWELER
Railroad Avstiua

113-115-1-

Maaaaaa)

L u m

m

B

t.

Sash Doors. Glass, Cement
AND

South First Street

BEA MONEY SAVER
Provide for the Future.

BEGIN NOW!

Th

Marquette Avenue,

Albuquefqae, New Mexico

205

W. GOLD AVENUE

I

This stock consists of Furniture, Stoves, Dishes,

I

Lamps, Carpets, Bedding, Tinware, and every- thing to furnish the home, it will be sold regardless of cost. Sale opens June 23, 1906.

Building ft Loan
Association, of Albuquarque
ROOM Í9, ORAÍTT BLOCK

II. H. TILTON
Rccretarv
Any Information desired furnished.

E. BELL
J.
Livery. Feed and Sale
'

..STABLES..

Boarding Hone a Soeolalty.
HaiMla Horse.
114 W. Stiver Avenue. Albaoaerana.

SPEELMAN& ZEARING
FULL

A

Fresh and Salt

Ints

AÜ8AGK A SPBCTAIiTT
FOR CATTLK AND HOGS BIGG HOT
MARKET PRICK PAH)
.

SET

58ft

OF TEETH FOR

COPP, D.

J.

NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET
AiMlraai ItonsPOi P)op

Freh& Salt Meats
Watt Gold Avasaat
GAME IK SEASON.

laiaaaxi

WWULxI

Representing
S21

Mauser A Avery
joosian
West Gold Avenue AJbnqaernso

S

Room IS, N. T. ArmUo Bnlldlng

ail

W. E. m AUGER

$8 Hft

Gold Crowns
$6.00
Gold Fillings, upwards from . . . .$1.50
Ps teles Extraction
00c
All Work Absolutely Guaranteed

B. F.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer la

41

OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS

We opened for Subscription Jnly 1st,
a new series of monthly payment sav$1.00 per
ings installment stock.
mouth will carry a $200.00 share.
Also a serles oí preiiaid Investment
stock paying 6 per cent Interest on deposits oí $100.00 and upward
liberal withdrawal privilege on all
stock.
We will loan you money to buy or
hulld you a home at once it you be- come a stocknoiuer.

THE WM. FAIR COMPANY

First Street

BANKRUPT SALE

And Than a Horns Owner.

REX FLINTKOTE HOOF WO.

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO

North First Street

401-40- 3

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO

el

Í'é

f

Gasoline Stoves

--

COKE

Aibu-iUerii-

QiNNER

IVENUE

aMssWWBH

...

P. Schult, S. Second

RAILROAD

321-32- 3

Rankin & Co.
I

warn nrsuRAKosi
MBAL HSTATH
LOANS

r

I

411
BOOM 10. K. T,

BUILD ING

I

